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Accord struck on library" project 
Council 
committee 
to recommend I 
referendum 
r , , .~  • " ~I 
by:Tea str, hn - 
I 
Wn"H A MMOR HURD] . : , ]~  
~;ol~ar:e~, ,:the ~Jong'awaited I 
', ". " ' "  ' :  ; k~ ": j ' : : ' ' '  , '~ 'Y I , " ,  • ' - "  ." I 
expansmn reierenaum ay, 
be ~iear: -*~ . , . :  
'An  ag~ement wns reached 
Monday • night on a library ex, 
pans ion  p lan  project valued at 
$1..75 million during a meet ing 
• between the city's Committee of 
the Whole and the Terrace Pub- 
lic Library board of trustees. 
There are still details to sort out, 
but according to city administra - 
tor Bob Hallsor apublic referen, 
dum on the project is likely be*i 
held this June prior to the com- 
pletion 0f theschool year. 
There are two things that must 
councilhappen mustfirst' firsth°wever".ratify Ci Ythe [" ~ " ~ ....... :'~"~':'""~~":": , ..... ~ - . . . . .  " . ,~  : ,. ..... , ....... :"~.: ,::~::i:.: .................... ~::: ,::,,  ~ ,  ~ . ..... 
committee recommendation at THUMBS UP, Monday night may have signalled a new era for the Terrace Public Library. City council's Committee of the 
their  Feb. 10 meeting. AndAhey Whole andthe library board of trustees came to a final agreement on an expansion plan. City council must now ratify the 
mnstthen make a formal propo- committee recommendation and make a formal request to the regional district to hold a referendum on the same date as 
'sal to the Kitimat.Stikine thecity. Above, displaying the result of several years of hard work are children's librarian Gillian Campbell, board chairman- 
Regional District board of direc- Judy Chrysler, trustee Willy Schneider, librarian Ed Curell,.and trustees Mardy Lorimer and George Clark. 
,[ors requesting a different fund- ding  
ing formula. The regional dis--  ob'i rch  happy 
trict, as libra U use rs,.must :.bear .... S n o wm i e sea  "78 s en - 
- Continued on page 3 
It was an anxious 24 hours for correct the fault they proceeded, the storm. 
friends and relatives, but seven to tow the machine down the Unaware of these events, 
Terrace snowmobilers who went mountain. 
missing on :Sterling Moutttain That brief delay in getting off 
north o f  Terrace Sunday after-• the mountain, however, resulted 
noon were not lost. They in a more serious problem. The 
group was caught in near white- 
out-conditions due to an ap- 
friends and relatives became 
concerned when the group failed 
to return from their outing at the 
• end of the day. As the storm 
continued to pound the moun- 
tain, a search partY of six 
Skeena Valley Snowmobile CIub 
members headed up the moun- 
tain at 9 a.m. Monday morning 
under the direction of Terrace 
Search and Rescue, 
It was tough going for the 
rescuers, says Sweating. In 
severe white-out conditions they 
had  to  walk up the mountain, 
wa lk i~  ahead of their parked 
~--, Continued on page 2,4 
proaching storm. 
Due to poor visibility, one of 
the lead snowmobilers drove his 
machine over the edge of a steep 
100-foot embankment. He was 
able to jump free o f  the Snow,. 
mobile as it began to go over the 
edge  and was uninjured, but it 
Was at this point that the group 
decided their descent  bald 
decided weather conditions had 
become too severe tO leave the 
mountain safe!y and sought out 
the shelter of one of two Skeena 
Valley Snowmobile Club'cabins 
instead. 
Tdrracc area land search 
Coordinator Gord Sweating says 
the seven snowmobilers were on 
the mountain for a day of recre- 
ation and raft intO a minor prob- 
lem in the early afternoon. One 
of the machinosbroke doWn, and become .too hazardous,, ' They 
; ~fJ~qPP,, .t.hpy, .W. ¢r.¢, .unable Io i Went,to,tha cabin.mid,waited out 
" :L  
i 
the' most •promising precious 
metals property in the Stikine 
Arch area of northwest B.C. 
Late last year  Placer turned 
down a joint + venture proposal 
that would have made it half 
owner of the property. Placer 
would have had to invest $250 
milliotl to build the mine and 
determined that the return on a 
50 percent :ownership wouldn't + 
bcworth the trouble. 
Eskay Creek was and .still is 
owned • 50.-50 by Stikine 
Resources and Prime Res0urces, 
Placer at that time held 44 per- 
cent of Stikine's hares, giving it 
a .22 percent indirect interest in 
Eskay. International Corona held 
a,substantial chunk of both Stf- 
kine and Prime, effectively giv- 
ing it controlling interest. After 
rejecting the joint venture propo- 
sal,• placer struck •an agreement • 
With Corona specifying a cam- 
2 Terrace Review --Wednesday, February 5. 1992 . ~ ~ : : . . . .  
:P l acer ta kes. pi +of Es kay 
+ Placer Dome, one  of the unloaded its shares in Stikine terms "a substanttal loss" for the 
world's In/Best gold mining One 'way or another. The ~new year. Placer expects:to issue its 
:companies, has taken + a 22 per- agreement has now changed that. year-end financial results Feb. 
cent direct stake in Eskay Creek, Placer. spokesman Hugh Leg- 19, which will show the exact 
"d " c an has been magnitude of the loss. , gatt sat+:~a~,..~P Y +,~ ......... ,:+~+++~+++~;:~,++~:++,~++,++?,~+,+++..+~+:+~++,,..++ 
wrangling' with: Corona for a Placer has written err tm +zoo • • . , . . , . -  . , • . 
coupleofyea~on~nt~olof  th¢~-,;i million investu~e~}ln~the Mount 
rich propc~y. OUr intentiOn was lMilligan PrO:'~e~y~no~h west of 
to get a majority of Eskay, but Prince George,. On ",Feb,-' 3 a 
we couldn't becaus~Corona had  statement iss~ed'byiPlaeer indi- 
the rest of Stikineio+~ked up," he rated that aitlX0ugt)':'it~/b~thfiMiiii" 
said. Through the joint venture gan would show!aiprofitablc rate 
agreement, announced Jan. 28, of retur n on 0per~ting:c0sts, he 
Placer gets a direct 22 percent reserves, with.ore grades declin- 
interest ;in the property and a ing as exp!oration:progresses, 
seaton the mine operating cam,  don't appear to.justify the $500 
mittee, a situation which Leggatt million it would take to develop 
said .is preferable to Placer's the mine. " 
previous position as an Placer also L wrote down its 
uninvolved bystander with its : holdings at Eskay Cree k north of 
Stikine *holdings. : :S tewart  to $56 miili0 n, half its 
Placer will also •10an Corona 
up to $10 million for a feasibil- 
ity study on the mine. 
BIG WRITE-DOWN 
Although Placer's gold produc- 
previous value,'after reassessing 
the worth of total estimated 
reserves + 
The announcement -of. the 
write-down was accompanied by 
~ion for 1991 was more than two a statement indicat!ng, that 
million ounces, a write-down of iPlacer earned over $200 mill ion 
plex series of scenarios whereby assets announced Monday means from gold mining operations 
placer would eventually have the company will declare what it during 1991. 
. , , • + ,  ' . " , 
......... ~ ~+~ ......... :~ +~ ~ ~+. ~+~ ! ~+**. 
• Ternce B.C. Ambulance 
Service ~ )  activity report 
~--Monday, $an. 27 to Sunday, 
Feb~ 2 ,  
There were a total of six am- ures, psychiatric cdsis, cardiac 
• bulance responses due to trauma arrest and nausea to an allergic 
in the. past week. One person reaction a t - ,a  local dentist's 
complaining 0f*a sore ankle w~: .Office, Tbe~i.~den.tist.: ha~+i - the 
~ransported by ambulance, patient stabil ized before 
• • . , . . • • . 
Terrace : BCAS :.paramedics 
resP0nd+d'+ to a to~al of  32 calls 
inthe past .week. Three motor 
Vehicle accidents resulted in six 
~mons  being transported to 
Mills Memorial Hospital, most 
with minor injuries. 
Thornhill flreflghters provided, 
initial treatment for two persons 
at the Thomhill fireball follow- 
ing a roll-over motor vehicle,. 
accident on Highway 16 Satur- 
@y. The~two victims: were then 
~en to Mills Memodal:Hospi, 
Another was treated and released 
fromMills Memorial Hospital 
following a fight. And two per- 
sons, one complaining of a sore 
back and a girl with an apparent 
head injury, were taken off the 
slopes of Shames Mountain. The 
girl was released after a two-day 
stay in hospital. 
A Terrace man was treated and 
released from •Mills Memorial 
Hospital following a mid-after- 
noon industrial accident on Jan. 
28. And a young man suffering 
from a knife wound was trsns- 
+!iSunday, three, penons Were • ported by ambulance in the early 
~en t0 Mills Memorial follow- morning hotws of Jan. 28. Ac- 
ing an incidentin the 4800 block cording to a hospital spokesman, + 
!-lighway' 16 West. The only the young man was discharged 
other incident occiirred on Jan. on Feb. 1. 
paramedics arrived. The patient 
was later transported to Mills 
Memorial hospital for observa- 
tion. 
In another incident, a Prince 
Rupert resident in post-operative 
distress was taken loff a flight 
from Vancouver by Terrace 
paramedics and treated at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Other BCAS activity included 
two :local transfers. Six people ~ " 
from other Northwest commun- + 
•it ies .requiring the services of *" 
Mills Memorial Hospital staff 
+,were taken tO ,or from the local, +. " 
h0spi~l. *And three persons 
required medevac transportation 
in or out of. Mil ls Memorial, i 
, . + + -  
VOLUNTEER SPIRIT. Andrea Arnold, one of _the 1991 
Miss Terrace• •contestants, will be given the Outstanding 
Participation Award by+the pageant committee at this year's. 
crowning night cer(~monies May 9. Andrea's enthusiastic 
involvement in volunteering earned her the honour. The 1992 
pageant no w has a complete slate of 12 Sponsors, with eight 
young women having enteredas contestants; Pageant 
committee representative Alfreda Pflce says the names of the 
contestants and their individual sponsors will be released next: 
week.! i ' + + 
Forecast Period: February 9.February 15, 1992 
AltlES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
;rAunUs • r 
Apr. 20-May 20 
( ;EMIN I  
May 21.June 20 
CANCER 
Jtme .2!-Jltly 22 
I ,V .O  
.hdy 23-A,g. 22 
VIR( ;O  
A,g. 23-Sept. 22 
Unfinbhed business can come back to haunt you. 
Beware of complications that may develop duc 
to procrastination. 
Your goodwill is necessary if special project is 
to succeed. You come out of a crisis better than 
you ex l~ '~ed.  
Aspedd reward for your exceptional undertak- 
ings is past due, No  need to be surprised at 
honors bestowed on you. 
Take time to deal, one on one, with child or 
sp.o. use.. Emphasize the positive and avoid any 
criticism that may make matters worse. 
Romantic rendevous i not your style. Be up-  
front with your emotions, but 'do not try to be 
something you are not. 
You mmt Ignevere if you are to reach  your goals 
in 'a timely +manner. Procrastination will only 
27' in 4600 block Keith: Ave.  There were a total of nine Patients involved in three, of the ] make matters worse.. 
when one vehicle was*apparently medical emergencies during the 32- ambulance responses l as t  I " LIBRA Do not look for permanent reJatiomldp with pre- 
unable to stop and ran into the" past week. These ranged from week did not require, treatment Sept. 23-Oc1.. 22 sentworkCOmpanion.better. ,Frlendships last, I°ngerL and 
rear Of another. . "~ abdominal pain, back pain, seiz- and the ambalancewas not used. SCORPIO Do notlet domestic chores get you down, Take 
Oct. 23-N.y. 21 time for yourself and se¢lc help from family 
. .~ .  ~ - , ~ . members .  +:  , , .  , . , 
SA(;rl'J'ARIUS Look tO your closet for ideas. Somethinghalf- 
; - Nov. 22-Dec. 21 hiddenw]lt surface to b~ing Out your creaii~ity. 
CAPRICORN Luck ison y0ur:side now. Indulge in"fina.nciM . 
" . Dec. 22.Jan. 19 speculation and buy- lottery ticket, ousmess 
• +~ ' :  ' " " " ' + . s o a H .  - ' " " ' : . '  - . + " ' ' ,  * ' ! ' ,  " 
• ~ . W' " .' ' "" ' : I • AQUARI~U~, ~ Fear takes over the bfe of.someone youlove~ Be 
Jan. 20iFe~.' !II patient andstrong for thesr sakes; they are coun- 
. . . .  . [ : : *+ SUBSCRIPT ION ORDER FORM , :* : : ' * + " I I'ISC:F,S " ." . tingA friend°n yoUrconvjneessupport.you t  forego plann~' :ex-'.+ " 
,,t+:!!/ ' *  •/• + + •1 year• - $39.00, plus GST ~ r . " I " + ' ~ q ~'+41 " " +J  " ' ' " '+t+'  ' Feb. lg-Mar. 20 ix'dition.frlendly. Watch out for one who may not base" • 
~i i  i-: +•  + • : + : ~• ; I - *  
"++++!* + 13 C l ieoue  i3 Money Order Q Master Card + i3 V isa ..+ i I +W - ~=~'+-  ~+•,++. , . . , .~ f~ j~~ 'l + ,  .++++  ' l . . . .  , . . . . . .  ' + + m + + , ~" e e l s  for < ~  
. .  + ~ I~;~ ' Me, m- ,  + , • v , . . . . . . . . - - .  • 
, +i;++!: • .' "~.,' "2+._ '+  : • Exolry Date i : ~ J---+~J I 
L'+'+~ " ~ ' + + +  " "+ ' '  k '  ' + ~. , - . -  - .  " I Va lent tne  choco la tes  
+[:~:;-+ POstal Cod+~ _ ,~,~ , , ,  Mad or bnng this foi'm to. t- , - - - ~  sen[  
:|i;i+::i .~ P~ne - ., , , Terrace Review +; Bert' rDehcat  
;eniors in Terrace District $30.00 
f rom S es  
tiers outside Terrace & District $33.00 4535 Greig Avenue, , z 4603 Park Avenue, Terrace 
Out of Canada $100.00 Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M7 I 635-5440 
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It's been that L ibrary  
t of month, 
The following is the text of a fax received from the Terrace 
airport weather office about noon Feb. 1. We believe weather- 
man John How may have been trying to light a candle and curse 
the darkness in one motion. 
January 1992 was the dimmest and dampest on record in Ter- 
race. 
Sunshine for the month was a meagre 1.2 hours. That's two 
and a half percent of normal January sun (52.1 hours) and well 
below the previous record low for the month, 14.5 hours set in 
1976. (Curiously, last year we set an all-time high record for 
January sunshine with 94.7 hours.., so much for consistency). 
This is also the lowest one-month total sunshine ver ecorded at 
the aitgo~., the previous low was 4.8 hours in December 1989.. 
Sunshine was observed on only five days in January, making the 
identification of the phenomenon difficult at ames. 
Daytime high temperatures averaged 2.3 degrees (6.0 degrees 
above normal); low temperatures averaged -0.6 degrees (7.5 
degrees above normal). 
These abnormally high temperatures affected the precipita- 
tion. January precipitation is normally a mixture of about wo 
parts now to one part rain. This year, the snowfall made Up only 
15 percent of total precipitation. 
Total precipitation itself was up... 165 percent of normal at 
254.3 mm. Snowfall totalled just 39.6 cm (34 percent of nor- 
mal), while rainfall was a whopping 433 percent of normal and 
established a new January record. January rainfall totalled 216.8 
mm, easily eclipsing the previous record of 183.9 mm set in 
1958. Measurable precip (0.2 mm or more) was recorded on 25 
days during the month. 
Fog occurred at the ahport on 21 days last month, compared 
with the January n(mnal of five occurrences. 
The 44.6 mm of precipitation recorded on the 30th was the 
highest occurrence during the month and established a new 
record for the date.., the only daily record established last [ month. ~ High temperature forthe month was 5.2 degrees recorded on the 26th. Low temperature was -6.0 on the 7th. No new daily 
temperature records were set during the month. 
Polly's Ca[e 
Chinese & Western Cuisine 
Mon.--Thure. 10:30 a.m. -- midnight 
Fd. & 6at. 10:30 a.m. -- 1 a.m. 
• ~nday 12:~ a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue," 
638-1848 o, 638-8034 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
-~P"  Ch=nese & Canadian Food ~*~,~ 
/r'~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~'~,~!, 
(([~ Mort  - Wed It:J0 a.m. -- 10.'00 p.m. ~i~ 
LVl'~ p ~ . , ~ , r t s ;  ~'r~ Thursdaj 11:3O.d.,h: -- t i.O~:~.,#.t-,,~#" 
"¢~.~ Fri - Sat I i.'rJO a.m. -- I;00 a;th'. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. 10:00 p .m. . .  . . . .  
4643 Park A venue o,~3-o111 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
I•'•" I 4606 Grelg Ave., Ior Take.Out Terrace. 0.C. Ph. 635.6184 
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Continued from page 1 
part of the expansion cost and 
.the project has to be ratified by 
referendum there as Well. With 
these things done, affected rural 
voters would be given the facts 
and an opportunity to vote in a 
referendum on the same date 
that Terrace voters go to the 
polls. 
As the proposal now stands, 
Terrace architect Alan Soutar 
has completed the drawings and 
set a value of $1.75 million on 
the project. Halisor says the city 
will be applying to the provin- 
cial government for a grant to 
cover one-third off the cost, 
$580,000. Of the balance, Ter- 
race residents would be respon-: 
sible for around two-thirds, or 
approximately $780,000, and 
rural taxpayers would cover one- 
third, or about $390,000. 
The plan accepted by both city 
council and the library board is 
similar to a proposal drawn up 
last fall. Deleted from the plans 
for the present ime are a new 
art gallery and meeting room on 
the lower floor. Instead, the art 
gallery will remain where it is, 
but with an added workshop and 
administration area. 
The present downstairs meeting 
room would be lost due to reno- 
vations, but would be replaced 
with a smaller upstairs meeting 
room. The remainder of the 
basement, including an addi- 
tional 4,500 square feet of 
space, will be roughed in and 
available for community require- 
ments to be determined at some 
future date. 
The big difference will be in 
the main floor, which will be 
Record reading 
Rain and darkness has apparently driven local people 
to focus on the more inward and intellectual of life's pleas- 
ures. Terrace Public Library patrons et an all.time record 
for checking out books and other items in January. 
The library reports circulation of 20,086 items during 
the dim, damp month, breaking the prior record - -  also set 
in January, during last year's teachers' strike -- .  by around 
12 percent. 
CHEAP IMITATIOHS 
CAH BE VERY COSTLY. 
USE ONLY GENUINE ARCTIC 
CAT ® PARTS AND 
ACCESSORIES. 
When you need replacement parts or want some 
extra accessories for your Cat, don't settle for 
cheap copies. Because in the long run, they cost 
more. Accept no substitutes. Come to us for 
Genuine Arctic Cat Parts and Accessories. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreational Sales & Service 
4925 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 635-3478 
Fax: 635-5050 
 rAT o 
World Class Snowmobiles"' 
: Arctco, Inc. 1991 "' ~M Trademarks o1" Arctco, inc.. 
i l l l  
enlarged by 4,900 Square feet. 
The roof line will remain the 
same, the openness of the pres- 
ent library will be preserved, but 
the resemblance stops there. The 
main entrance, which will 
include washrooms, an elevator 
and stairs to the lower floor, will 
open into a large central 
entrance containing the check- 
out counter and an information 
desk. 
Surrounding the main lobby 
will be a private meeting room 
with large windows facing Park 
Ave., an enlarged office and 
document maintenance area, a 
newly added reference section, a
new adult section at the rear of 
the building, a young adults' 
section with study carrels, and 
an enlarged children's ection. 
A feature that has been pre- 
served from the original concept 
several years ago is a tiered, 
sunken amphitheatre at the 
northeast corner of the library. 
This will be accessible from 
street level and the lower floor 
of the library, offering an ideal 
location for leisure and ongoing 
library functions uch as puppet 
shows and children's craft and 
reading sessions. 
Library board chairman Judy 
Chrysler says the board is unani- 
mous, if not ecstatic, in their 
approval of the plan. She says 
they regret he temporary loss of 
the downstairs meeting room, 
but overall the newly approved 
concept offers the community 
everything it is expected to need 
for years to come. Chrysler 
notes that some furnishings and 
equipment are not included in 
the current expansion plan, but 
she points out that these items 
will be assigned priorities and 
worked on one at a time over the 
next few years. 
Librarian Ed Curell is also 
pleased with the agreement. He 
notes that the floor in the old 
section will be reinforced to hold 
a full complement of books, and 
that the new display area will 
offer space for over 60,000 
volumes. Present space allows 
only 42,000 volumes to be on 
display. He says it will be pos- 
sible to move the 6,000 volumes 
now stored downstairs back onto 
the main floor, where they will 
be accessible by the genera! 
public. 
Although no schedule has been 
drawn up, Chrysler says that i f  
the referendum is successful 
construction would probably 
begin in the early spring of 1993 
and take about one year to com- 
plete. 
CT fund 
grows again 
The R.E,M, Lee Hospital 
Foundation's efforts to secure a 
CT Scanner for Mills Memorial 
Hospital got a substantial boost 
near the end of 1991 with a 
donation of $10,000 from the 
Order of the Royal Purple Ter- 
race branch. The money was 
presented Dec. 14, having been 
earned mainly from the OORP's 
-- bingo proceeds. 
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:The following Information is 
suppllid by the Terrace RCMP 
detachment. These events hap- 
~ned in your community and 
you may be able to help ident- 
!l'~ the offenders. I f  you have 
~.aUy information about these 
~.rimes, please telephone the 
RCMP at 635.4911. 
Review 
:i,f, +A weekly report on crimes against property 
~, ~,~ in the, Terrace area 
ii! I: Monday, January 27 
ii+~L~Theft from a black 1987 Ford 
ptckup parked in the 4600 block 
Graham Ave. A window was 
bi0ken and money was stolen. 
":Theft from a motor vehicle 
p~ked in the 4800 block Pohle 
Ave. A window was broken and 
a Purse stolen. Two suspects 
were apprehended for this 
offense. 
! i ! :Then  from a black 1980 CJ7 
Jeep parked in the ;4500 block 
~ lway  Ave. A window was 
broken and stereo components 
were stolen. 
Break and enter in the 4900 
b~oek Haugland Ave. The 
0ffendcr fled, when the resident 
Of ~the home appeated~ on the 
scene. Nothing + was"taken. ..... • 
• + '  • 
• . ~ , ,  
: ' . ,  ;~ - . .  
.+::!':i! i Tuesday, January 28 
.~i:~andallsm. About $500 dam- 
:Lane to a pay phone at the Esso 
i ! i~  lock. 
' !'iii!il I Wednesday, January 29 
i/Attempted break and enter in 
the 4800 block Sfraumc Ave. No 
entry was gained. 
!Attempted break and enter in 
the 3600 block Munroe St. An 
offender was attempting toenter 
the home when the. resident 
appeared, 
• ~Wilful damage to the gas 
,pumps and a computer at the 
Chevron bulk plant on Railway 
A v e .  
,Theft. One male youth was 
apprehended after a theft in 
progress was reported at Clark 
• Freightways on Railway Ave. 
Friday, January 31 
' Hit and run. A white 1988 
,Dodge van was  hit by an 
tinknown vehicle in the Skeena 
Mall parking lot sometime 
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. on 
T, ucsday, Jan. 28. Damage sti- 
be elaborate in order to be effec- 
tiVC"'i/~ terms of prevention. 
Many crime prevention strat- 
egies arc simple, designed to 
foster a greater sense of owner- 
ship and ensure the Security of 
your home. The fimt thing to 
look for arc weak spots in the 
security of your home and yard. 
Good visibility. Are entrance 
ways visible from the street? 
Arc hedges, fences and shrubs 
kept low enough to allow good 
visibility from the street? Is 
there sufficient security lighting 
to discourage intruders? Is your 
house clearly numbered? Can 
Children play in areas easily 
observed by parents? 
Access control. Are back 
lane entrances cut off from easy 
access? Do fences or hedges 
clearly define the boundaries of 
your property? 
Security hardware. Are 
security locks and one,way 
viewers installed on all outside 
doors? Are solid core or metal 
doom used on all exterior 
entrances? , ~ 
Door and window security. 
Hollow core and glass doors are 
not secure. Door frames should 
be solid construction ~nd doors 
should be made of solid wood at 
least 314 of an inch thick. Glass 
• doom, and windows close to 
doors, should have tempered 
glass or a plastic equivalent 
installed. 
Good locks are essential to 
good security. Do not rely on 
key-in-the-knob locks. They arc 
very common but offer little in 
the way of security. Use at least 
one-inch deadholt locks on 
exterior doom. NOTE: If you 
choose a double cylinder dead- 
bolt, you should be aware you 
might be locked in if a fire o r  
other emergency occurs. Leave a 
key in the inside cylinder when 
• you're at home. 
Most windows offer little 
security. You can, however, 
install secondary locks. You can 
also "pin" windows shut by 
drilling a hole through the inner 
and outer frame. A stick can be 
placed in the lower rail of slid' 
ing windows. And shims can be 
installed in the upper rail of 
Veritas school students Elissa Vales and Christopher Walker accepted their reward as 
thenorthern winners of B.C. Hydro's "Energy-wise" competition recently+. Veritas recorded the 
highest number of points per student for Power Smart measures carried out at home last 
October. • It is one of four schools in the province who will enjoy a free Science +World British 
Columbia's 'Roadshow" performance. Shown with the students are School principal Francis 
Nuyten, teacher Ann Sullivan, Power Smart rep Lorraine Crist and Hyrdo design and 
accounts manager susan Henyecz. 
Local branch 
for builders THE Cti.. ~J.n ~:{+~t..r • The friendliest "Inn" townl 
'- Make our place "Your Place" to enjoy an evening 
TERRACE - - "  The Canadian of inlimate dining and reasonable prlcesl 
Home Buildem' Association is Leap Into the New Year, by Joining our • 
inviting local contractors and TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI ,+ 
dcvelopem to form a Northwest [ SHRIMP STUFFED PRAWNS - $t4.5o I 
branch of the association. Its I~+~t~k~.z,i~_~cgc_ktq!l.~.~+, , ' .~..., "' I~"~'EY'EB'O~ 
inaugural + meeting takes place I G~AR[ICPI~WN$ $14.5o _ ~ . far our 
with saffron rtce& vegetables f ' T j ~ ~  l ~ LEAP YEAR 
tomorrow night starting at '7:30 CAJUN PRAWNS $14.s0 , ~ , ~ ~ /  IDINE a DANCE 
in the Inn of the West. on bed of,~. noch feflucclne ,:m~l!~,l~:~'~,- l FEB. 29TH 
The association is a lobby- COMBO $16.~ 
Can't decide? T~, o samply of all ~ree. . 
ing and professional standards  'eat your Va e.ntme to 
group for the residential con- 
struction and development indus- a span/a/8  m,g ou . 
try in Canada. Anyone wishing RESERVE NOW635-9161 
to join can contact Bob Laflcur ~ 4332 Llkelse Avenue [ LUNCH: Tuesday-Friday 
or Laurie Ramsey at city hall, 5 p.m.to11 p.m. j To,co, B.C. 
635-6311. 
___lk____ 
• ~ ~ , 
__.a+out.w+s+lin.'+opr+v*nt   
tsined on the driver's side rear them from being lifted out. ~ 
quarter panel just below the tail The glass in basement windows O m e  ~ A_ /~ E 
++,+ rop,=O wi+ T O L C 
:i B" l l k  and enter at a re'i" plexlglass °r similar materials decj" 
:den~inthelgO0blockBobsten and decorative security bars can s igns  a r e ~ )  24-hour 
Crescent+ Nothing was taken, also be instslled. LARM learner to make A 
4~1~ EC#200-1051 
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PollutiOn list cites industry,  mines, government 
The N0rthwest's biggest ..same problem Burocan ,had :  
industry's are still, for one rea- sulphur emissions. Like Eurocan, 
SCI worked it out and is now in 
compliance with the terms of its 
permit. 
Also on the "significant 
son or another, on the Ministry 
of Environment list of problem 
polluters. In its semi-annual 
report, issued Jan. 24 , the minis. 
try named Alcan and Eurocan in. 
Kitimat and Skeena Cellulose in 
Prince Rupert as being in "sig, 
niflcant non.compliance" under 
the terms of their waste manage- 
ment permits. 
The giant aluminum smelter 
made the list for the fourth time, 
cited for being over permitted 
concern" lisi is the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District, the 
government body responsible for 
.enforcing residential sewage 
disposal standards in Thornhill. 
The Bobsien Crescent subdivi- 
sion off Queensway has been 
plagued by appearance of raw 
sewage in ditches,, back .yards 
Placer Dome's molybdenum 
mine at Endako has been 
reworked to reduce concentra- 
tions of molybdenum and iron in 
its effluent. Although it is now 
in compliance, the mine 
exceeded permit levels numerous 
times during the reporting period 
and has expressed the intent to 
have its permit amended tO 
allow for higher molybdenu m 
discharge based on wildlife 
• impact  • studies . . . .  : : 
-i 
The old Tulsequah Chief 
mine, on the Taku River south 
of Atlin, remains on the signifi- 
cant concern list for acid rock 
drainage. Cominco, the company 
that operated the mine in the 
1950's, has been served with a 
Pollution Abatement Order and 
plans to correct he situation this 
year. The mine is being exam- 
ined for re-opening by Redfern 
Resources under an option, and 
the two companies will attempt 
to secure the drainage problem' 
as a cooperative effort. /i 
Anyox, the abandoned. 
molybdenum south north i:::iOf 
Stewart, continues its 60-y~r I 
tradition of draining acid effi~- 
ent from a railings dump into 
waters of Observatory Inlet. 
owner is attempting to sell *~ 
property, and one of the s~e 
conditions would be a clean,t~ 
of the'tailings site. ""~:: 
The next list is due to come 
out in July. : :::~" 
of that are  "of significant con- 
cern to the ministry". The con- 
cern relates to a plot of ground 
where the company used to 
dump spent potlinings. They fear 
the possibility of groundwater 
contamination with cyanide and 
fluoride compounds. Alcan is 
studying solutions. 
Eurocan Pulp and Paper was 
also on the list for the fourth 
time, but the problems that 
caused the plant to exceed its 
permitted level of total reduced 
sulphur emissions for seven days 
during the reporting period has 
apparently been fixed. 
The Skeena Cellulose pulp 
mill at Port Edward made it for 
the fourth time: experiencing the 
levels in the acidity of discharge and other inconvenient~places . . . . .  :... 
and its content of dissolved because the soil on which the ~ i~ hooi district budge! builder ' ,ron.  oi,,bo= oo. w .  b l,, t, no, 
notes that some technical 'porous enough to allow septic . 
changes intendedtoremedythe r " k  effluent to percolate await =final fund=ng/figures 
problem are in  the works and through at the proper speed. A ..:,,,., 
new amended permit will be sewage treatment system, is • ..,,'.:~: 
• . ~'.~'~,:~, 
issued in the near future. Alcan probably the only. solution, but ~:~ 
alSO appeared on a list of sites the regional district has been In  Terrace, secretary-treas- ubsidized istricts, square f~ i  ~I 
TERRACE - Although the Min- 
urer Barry Piersdorff said there  
is some good news for the local 
board: the government will con- 
tinue tO give some extra money 
to theTerrace district and boards 
in other areas that historically 
have had higher than average 
per-pupil operating costs. "They 
had indicated the intent to 
remove it this year, but they 
deferred it for a year, perhaps 
because it would create too 
much hardship," he commented. 
That subsidy, however, 
creates ome tension in budget- 
ing. It is calculated by the Min- 
istry of Education through an 
arcane formula that takes into 
account overall enrolment in 
trying unsuccessfully to get the 
provincial government topay for 
it. 
The Village of Hazelton 
experienced sewage problems, 
being cited for not monitoring 
its disposal works properly and 
dumping raw sewage into the 
Skeena River. The ministry says 
improvements are being made 
under its direction. 
Mines in the Northwest also 
appear on both lists. Golden 
Bear west of Douse Lake 
exceeded permit levels for sul- 
phur dioxide emissions from its 
gold mill at the Muddy Lake 
minesite;the company.m0flified  
its machinery and was in com- 
pliance as of August. 
istry of Education announced the 
overall increases in provincial 
block funding for schools last 
week, the local sch()ol board 
won't have definite information 
for drafting its 1992-93 operat- 
ing budget until later this month. 
On Jan. 31 education minis- 
ter Anita Hagen said the base 
fund ing block would be 
increased fro m $5,500 to  5,661, 
a rise of 2.4 percent. The 
increase is, only 0.4 percent 
above the government's e timate 
o f  the inflation rate-for the 
coming year, and the announce- 
ment was met with 8loom by 
many school b0~irds in tile lower 
mainland. 
Yamaha technolo.gy... 
prowng once again that not all machines 
are created equal. 
BIG BEAR 
EF 1000 
LAWN TRACTOR 
Y/3,1Vi/U~ 
YEAR 
W/3,1{RA~ IY 
• .~. " ::i~. ", 
. . . .  ' '.i'~i~',:. , ,  
N. ' ~s~. : i  ik, "~:~:. '"  ' ." 
FZR 1000 
KEN'S MARIN 
KEN GIBSON 635-2909 TREVOR GIBSON 
age of schools in ratio to student 
numbers, and several other f~  
tors. All of that means that tl~ 
Terrace district can't begin seri~ 
ous work on its budget until ti~e ~ 
ministry determines its individ' 
ual funding block. ' ~ : /  
Piersdorff Said the min is~ 
intends to provide School Dis, 
trict 88 with that information 
Feb. 24. 
In addition to the overall 
provincial block funding, the 
ministry has also committal 
$42.7 million in special purpose 
grants, Information On capital 
spending and the school meals 
program r'will" be ~ ter6m~d" 
the provincial budget in Marc~ 
I 
. f  ,4 
/ i  
P2OOILRP 
~i ~, i 
for tire. 
IF YOU DRINK, 
DON'T  R /DE,  . 
!i 
| 
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• -?  is this game .for us? 
Speak ing  recently to the local chamber of commerce, Skecna 
Cellulose division chief Rug Lightfoot seemed to conjure up the 
fearsome spectre of a long-distance Latin Ameflcan-stye coup, in 
this instance the overthrown party being our local pulp industry. 
Lightfoot pointed out that pulp manufacturers in Chile, and those 
who intend to build plants there, enjoy logging and transportation• 
costs that amount o less than half the costs of doing the same 
thing in this area. 
Reliable reports indicate the Chilean government is Offering 
that country's forests to pulp and timber operators at zero stump- 
age with no silviculture obligations. Along with that goes lower 
labour costs for construction and operation, and a type of conif- 
erous tree called radiata pine that grows to maturity less than 30 
years after planting. Technical experts ay that as a pulp 
feedstock the Chilean forests are the equal of northern old 
growth conifers on every count. 
Over the coming decades Chile will draw billions of dollars 
in capital investment with that kind of industrial attraction. After 
a period of time, given a certain level of political stability, the 
workers will experience a rise in their standard of living and 
want more. People will become concerned about he effect of 
numerous large pulping operations on the environment and begin 
Io wonder how many pine forest rotations the soil can support 
without becoming terminally depleted. We should know 
we've been there. 
: Mr. Lightfoot is asking the chamber members to •support 
:Skeena Cellulosc's efforts to compete in the same market with 
the burgeoning Chilean industry, even hinting that a bit of lobby- 
.ing from the chamber in the direction of city hall regarding the 
company's local property taxes would help. Should we really be 
preparing to go to the wall in direct competition with a develop- 
ing country?. 
Pulp can bc made With anything from lawn clipping s to ~ttica 
spruce trees. The real;uniqueness of the forest rcsource in this 
region, relative to ~,hat here is in the rest of the world, is its 
strength as finished lumber. Pulp has bccn the dominate indus- 
teal me of trees in this area for the past 50 years became it's 
easy and because it's profitable. Those conditions are changing: 
it's no longer easy became of the terrain from which the logs 
• ,have to be taken, and by all appearances the volume of new 
pulping capacity being built world-wide will spell an end to the 
Lpmfltability of high-cost operations, as the Chilean example 
painfully illustrates. 
• Can we afford to stay in this game, or is time to look for 
0he with better odds? 
+. 
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VICTORIA - -  The NDP govern- 
ment of Premier Mike Harcourt 
passed acrucial test at month-end 
with its decision on the site of a 
$20 mitlion cancer treatment cen- 
tre.., but it failed another one. 
It is commendable that his 
administration did not bow to 
political pressure and award the 
clinic to Kamloops, where there 
are ~'o NDP MLAs who 
screamed loudly and long that 
they should get the 110-job clinic. 
Instead, Health Minister Eliza- 
The view from 
Victoria - -  
• by John  Pl ier 
So now it is left to Kamloops 
MLAs Art Charbonneau and 
Fred Ja~:kson to face their angry 
constituents and try to explain 
what happened tothe promise 
from their leader. 
Given that he NDP rode to 
power on a platfmm which bashed 
the Socred government for its 
string of broken promises and its 
"creative accounting" ofits 
finances, this flip-flop is an 
embarrassing reminder of why 
politicians are generally held in 
so,aM Credit Cabinet minister 
who is going toget away this year 
- -  in a big way - -  from the now- 
dull world of B.C. politics. 
Graham Bruce is going to the 
fair-- the World's Fair in 
Seville, Spain, that i s - -  for seven 
monthsl 
The former Cowichan MLA, 
his wife Anneke and his four chil- 
, dren will spend April through 
October at Expo 92, helping a
group of Canadian i vestors to 
manage two w.~aurants and enter- 
. '11 beth CUll stuck .to her guns, and such low esteem, regardless of tainment ha!Is in the northern 
i : :  I agreed with medical and commu- theirlesnings. Spanish community. . . , .  
It just ~s not good enoug . .. ; . . . . . .  I P'-~,~'+ ~ I nity experts that Kelowna-- " " h for "Them are also several retau 
I " ~ l 'whem.thcmam,noNDPIV lLAs - -  our elected or wannabe politicians snops, so~tmn~enureiycmar 
l '  ~ ~ - ~ " ~ ~  ~ ~ I was the bett~ fate, by far. to say that such promises are what my role. will." .be-- Mr, Bruce 
[ ~ . . ~ ~ ~  ~ ] J ~  Such a decision ts worthy of ' merely wishes; nor can they.j..rot told The Citizen m Duncan 
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One other thing. One wonders 
just how much of a coincidence it 
is that he announcement that he 
Kamloops promise was simply 
election hot air, comes at a lime 
Yes, Graham, just as they did 
for all but the five of your former 
Sor . colleagues who managed 
to get re-elected. 
The 39-year-old former mayor 
should also learn from the test when the Premier is abroad, of Chemainus will celebrate his 
which they failed.., living up to ' Sure, Mr.~ +I-I~gurt will facea 40th birthday in Spain on July 7, a 
-their pledges, flurry of qtiestions'when he birthday he shares with former 
The reason the contest . 0 get tPAums from Europe, and he may attorney-general B ian Smith, 
the clinic became such a pitched even have a few awkward former Oak Bay mayor and 
battle between the two cities was moments about he shattered sacred candidate Susan Brice... 
because of Mr. Harcourt himself, promise, and your humble c!~respondent. ' ' 
and a now-broken Campaign By the., there will be other 
promise. 
Amid the October election 
hoopla, the NDP leader told Kern- 
loops voters that hey would have 
a cancer clinic. Period. Not "might 
have" or "hope to have", but 
"would have". ' " 
He told Kelowna residents he 
~ thing, + ..... ' 
• maum commanding the public's 
attention, and any heat he Premier 
faces will be, at best, lukewarm. 
Coincidence? Perhaps. Wise polk- 
i~  strategy to make the best out 
of a bad mess? More likely, I sug- 
gust. 
There is at leastone former 
, Parting Thought: One press 
gallery wag summed up the Kant; 
Ioops:versus-Kelowna cancer clin- 
ic battle thus: "KamloopS got the 
d i~ (meningitis); Kelowna got 
the cure." 
Bnttal, . . . .  
Th .s"week I ' . : . ,  , , . . . -< . . : , , ;  It 
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lwalki:rl :t:hewood$ . Ins hts" • Re/~ct ions  on past experience, • less limbs, or turn it into S0me 
aitd :present dffemmas bt.mg commodity product like 2x12,s i 
Herby Squish to a turningpomt, and isell i t  over sees. "r That's it. 
, r • 
. •  . , ,  .. ' ,  ' . -  
End of the line. You employ a 
1 i 
~ o~stry in  Sweden J 
today .is not ' that/ important' in
terl~ of,jobs." - 
"WhatT":Herby Squish hadn't. 
really beard his friend'.s words. 
It wu a beautiful day... Nice to 
be back outdoors after the con- 
finement of travel and his over- 
• night s~y in Slidvik. !-Ii's mind 
.,. failer, skidder, trucker, mill staff 
• and an overseas shipper. Nothing 
_more. 
But not in Swedem In Sweden, 
you cut a tree and turn it into 
somekind of useful end product. 
FUrniture for example. The most 
that a country importing that 
product will get from that tree is 
a singlej0b: furnituresalesman. 
"Fifty percent," Squish shook 
his head. "Impressive. Very 
was absorbed in the green forest impressive." 
that surrounded him. The two men walked a few 
"I'm sorry Sven. Wl~at was hundredyards in silence. Squish 
that?" 
Sven Svenson laughed. ,Let 
me put'it this way my friend. 
Say that one out 16 jobs in 
Sweden is in forestry.., or in the 
forest industry. One out of X6. 
In the whole scheme . of things, 
• that's a small percentage of all 
jobs. 
aBut forestry is very, very 
important in Sweden when it 
comes to money. About 50 per- 
cent of all net incomes that 
) 
Sweden gets, comes from forest 
products. So it's very,~¢.~y 
imPortant from that •point of 
view." 
Squish understood what Sven- 
son was saying; It was the key 
that somehow seemed to escape 
North American board rooms. 
admired the uniformity and 
health of the forest that sur- 
rounded him. "A farmed forest," 
he mused quietly. 
,I suppose that's a good way 
of putting it," Svenson 
responded. "Farming. We take 
care of our forests and soil. We 
have to. Without them there are 
no jobs." 
Another brief silence 'and 
Svenson furthered his" point. 
"It's like you' Canadians grow 
wheat," he said. "You don't 
me .w..d £,wn, a~.r o2. and ~w.ajt ,for 
nature to replenish it. You farm 
it. You plant, fertilize, irrigate, 
harvest and replant... You tend 
to those crops "as though your 
very lives depended on it. But 
what about your trees?" 
j 
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eat, so !'11 let you get away With enjoyable days of his life. He "A rather hostile ' world,~/i! 
flaunting your wares. But tell me had spent he whole day wander- expect," he muttered to h i , I f ;  
more about the Swedish sys- ing-Gearbox Valley and his Jovial would be fuming. T/~e~ 
tem... From beginning to end." mind, it seemed, had spanned a was to have been a meeting ~
Svenson laughed. "EndT" he life-time of hard-earned wisdom, today to talk about Jovial,s new 
• howled. "Spoken like a t~e There had hi:an failures.., five.year harvesting plan, ith e 
Canadian. Many, many failures. But there plan Herby was to invent that 
*'End? We don't have an end had been Small successes too. would allow Joviala rensonable 
here. Not like you. We have one And in that, he knew, there was profit at the cost of the resource. 
crop after •another..; Have had still hope. But hope, he The plan that would ~ paint a 
for hundreds and hundreds of reflected, i s nothing more than a strong facade on a failing busi- 
years." ~ frail human defence in the face hess for six to eight years, prop- 
Squish raised an eyebrow and of an uncertain and uncontrol- ping it up until the turn of•the 
sneered at his Swedish friend, labia future. His sense of depres- century, when Jovial planned to 
Svenson didn't miss the obvi- sion returned, sell out. 
ous distress; "Sorry about that In the waning light, reality "Jovial will come out smelling 
Herby., But you make it so returned. From his perch atop like a rose," Squish predicted. 
easy." Beetle Mountain, Herby's entire "Leaving behind a decimated 
"Yeah," Squish sighed. "I world was nothing more than a garde n, Do I really •want to be a 
know. But just give me a few three-year-old Clear cut filled part of all thisT" 
Swedish facts." with doomed J-ro0t saplings and Squish stumbled over some 
vanishing dreams, obscure debris on the dimly lit 
Squish awoke from his recol- "Hope?" he wondered; "There trail. The day had passed quickly 
lections suddenly, feeling the was... Once. And perhaps<there and now it was gone. In a race 
damp chill of the evening air. He still is. But the enormousness of against darkness~ he tossed can- 
shivered, The sun had fallen the change that has to take tion ~id~. and quickened :his 
below the v/astern ridge and p lace . . . "  , ,~ pace. At the same time, here -  
Gearbox Lake reflected the Herby Sqnish headed own the peated his unanswered question: 
crimson sky. upper slopes of Beetle Mountain. "Do I really• want to be" a part of 
Squish smiled to himself. He He knew his day of reflection all thisT" . . . . . . . . . .  
had completely ost track of time had come to an end, It was time -, . 
and it had been one of the most to return to the real world; 
• . . .  . 
North America exported jobs. His friend had a good point. 
Get ready for chang, e don't Sweden kept them. "Touch6," Squish . murmured ' ~i' Cut a tree. Either sell itwho!e, with a smile. "This is your for- $ 
trust the med, a, Byf, eld says 
D ~ ~  is  r -a r -e  by Betty Barton wood and stokingthe furnace, representation by provmce being 
• . . . . . .  . and dentistry was feared) and squashed by the. media, con- 
"It's beenraining in B.C. since war was a constant pre-occupa- trolied by the T0ries. 
last fall. When yOU elect an NDP tion. 
government, what else•could you b u t c o n tr ella b l e eXpectT" asked Ted Byfie,dat a 
the cause of the problem, and to 
know he is not alone, that so 
much effective treatment' is. 
available so easily. 
Mrs. Ada Solowoniuk 
3502 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8O 2Y6 
Thanks from 
To' ~e'Editor; 
Byfield feels that With the 
changes in all these areas since 
Kitimat Chamber of Commerce the '50s, the world has spawned 
annuni generai meeting held last adifferent kind of generation, a 
Tuesday evening, generationthat thinks everything 
Byfield is the:editor and pub- . is the responsibility Of govcrn- 
IIsherof the self-professedright- ment m from health care tO 
I ,would like to hear from 
anyone ,who has suffered from 
narcOlepsy, .or from anyone who 
has a loved one-afflicted by it. 
Narcolepsy is a sleep disorder, 
well-known in Vancouver medi- 
~1 circles and in the U.S; but 
not in this area. We have to date 
found one doctor in Terrace who 
has heard of it. 
If not diagnosed properly, 
narcolepsy can be very serious 
/and have a devastating effect on 
wing magazine B;C. Report, He 
also recently began writing a 
weekly column for the Financial 
Post. 
The theme of Byfleld's presen- 
tation to chamber members and 
guests I was changes in the 20th 
9o's. In the ,50s. he generalized, 
mums stayed at home, marriages 
stayed togsiher, the law was 
feared and respected, a strong 
R e c on n e Ct To , , , . , . ,o ,,. points, he summanzed ,and compared 
life in the '50s to life in the 
To the Editor; 
The membem of Responding 
Parents, Reconnect, Y.O~A. and 
the. •youth of Terrace wish. to 
family to employment ,to food. 
He observed, "The deficits are 
horrendous and the government 
can't meet hese responsibilities. 
We elected the Conservatives to
bring the National deficit under 
control. Instead, it's risen from 
$180 billion in 1984 to $400- 
plus billion in 1992. We've 
foisted this burden on our 
grandchildren. How did it hap- 
penT" 
By,field analyzed the situation, 
saying the lobbyists advocate anarcoleptic's life 
the quality of fife. With proper 
medication, however, it is ,as 
easily controlled nsdiabetes, and 
• the can be 
ethic existed 
six.day Weeks), 
m~el contributions and offered 
support to help make our second 
annual Christmas Dinner a suc- 
ceas  • 
Tonee Sabine 
Oreg McOuarrie 
The Responding Parents Group: 
Project Reconnect, Terrace 
(12-hour cause, and the government ac- 
religion tnally pays them to lobby gov- 
was respected, foods were ernment; the bureaucratsretain 
simpler (sUpermarkets smaller, the. power and instigate the 
selections were limited), educa= change. Then the media gets on 
tiOn was stricter (provincial thebandwagon to report what 
exams were standard), physical the7 "perceive" the public reac- 
pain was more prevalent (fewer tion to be. As an example, By- 
painkiilers, more physical labour field cited the example 6[ the 
required to, survive - -  chopping Triple E senate idea: of senate 
He said, :"Society changes 
because of the above sequence 
of events." He suggests that, as 
individuals," we can do some- 
thing. . . . .  
• Prepare for it (change). 
• Don't trust,the media (especial- 
!Y when they're reporting wl~t 
the public -supposedly thini~s 
about an' issue). 
• Have clear values. Stick to yogr 
convictions. Speak out and give 
reasons. "There's no such thing 
as a narrow conviction," he said. 
J, 
normal and productive. , express our appre~ation to those .work 
There isd/special unit at busi'nessos and individuals whodays,  
Vancouver General Hospital for 
sleep diso~em,:and that city 
hosts support groups, literature, 
videos and acceu to all the 
information needed to under- 
stand.and help with this illness. 
It is a wonderful tldn8 for the 
nar~leptic to be able tO identify 
. : , i  
• Work to inhibit big government. I 
Byfield feels strongly that social t 
i programs administered locally 
are cheaper and more effective 
than anything from Ottawa. . . . . .  ' 
• Makeyour family and commune. 
ity work effectively. "Together,• 
they're the guts of our country. ~ 
Here, in  your own co .mmunit]t, i/ 
you have power, authority and ,. 
respect. Use them effectively," :! 
Byfield concluded his speech ~: 
with a statement he said he'd 
never before made to a Chamber 
of Commerce gathering, "Don't 
be afraid to pray. It can't hurt.." 
8 .... Terrace Review Wednesday, 
o . 
.~: The Way in which my husband 
and l each approac, h the business 
of purchasing a ~ehicle differs 
slightly. This interesting discovery 
• wasbome home to me.during a 
m:.~mt search for a Iruck and 
cain ~rfor our trip tothe Queen 
Cl~loixc Islands this summer. We 
~in  complete agrecmeht on  
eV~ng. . ,  rightup until we 
ac~i~, yfound a unit that !ooked 
::/-That's when our troubles 
bega~ 
Myhusband beganhis 
mechanical inspection by lif~g 
mehood and tin'ring with the 
motor. I didn't need to tinker, par- 
tienlarlysince I know absolutely 
nothing about motc~s. I was 
impressed that the vehicle actually 
had a motor that started up when " 
you mined the key. I considered 
this to be a strong selling point. 
Then he had the front end 
checked. Assuming that his 
involved pulling things apart, I' 
wm ~eptical when the mechanic 
did little more than lift the front of 
the vehicle up on a couple of jacks 
ahd. took: a quick peek tmdemeath. 
I suggested we continue Searching 
until We found a mechanic who 
February 5, 1992 
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dirty undercarriage that's dripping 
muddy mad water all over you 
takes claustrephobia to new and 
interesting heights. 
His final check was to test the 
4x4  capabilities of~evehicle. He 
chose to do this by driving side- 
ways across a large snowbank. 
Wondering if there might be a 
trace of insaniW somewhere in his 
family, I watched from the side- 
lines as. both the track and camper 
tilted at an alarming angle. 
Already I could see tomorrow's 
headlines inthe National Enquirer: 
MADMAN KHJ~D BY OVER- 
TURN~G CAMPER AS HE 
TESTS 4X4 IN A TOTALLY 
INSANE AND UNSAFEMAN-  
NeR. oP, m .'v~O wivow 
TEARILY EXPLAINS-THAT HE 
HAD BEEN ACI'[NG STRANGE 
FOR QUITE SOME TIME. 
Now that he mechanical 
! v 
• .; . - . . . -  .- ' : ' " ' "  " "' . . . . .  . : -  .... : : ' i  
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was wi~ing.¢/~.&~.~.~..~...~.~.:.....~:~..~>/*:~.:~.~;~.~:~a~..:`..<,.~:.*>:<<.~.~.*:~*~**::~*~.~:*~:~ io disassemble things, inspection"":°:'*"~*~/~'~~"'~'?"~~"~"Was ~mpleted, ........ . we : .... The board of the Terrace PUI iic, forNorthwest C0mmfinityC011ege. 
• This did not go over well with the turned to other more important - Library..=~, forC°ntinued't°a e,,,,,,,~,,,,PuSh"city ..,~. ,,,,.,h,.. : T i~ I~J~-~ZARS ~':: ' 
mechanic, matters. We began by arguing .... coua~, re,.,,,,,--,-,-- ---~ - - : , :~ ' -  - 
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Then my husband placed, the aboutthe'colo..ur.ofthetmc.~a, expansion prvject, imlsting it be~ THiS WEEK.,.- P r" ~' " ~ " '"  " ~ 
tmckoverapitandinspectedthe dark blue. He likes blue. I detest i . considered c]mrately f rom~y The Skcena senior's Homing  
undercarriage. Thoroughly bored Ip0intedoutthatrescuers'~u.ld otherprojeclsbeingcomtdered at. Society announced: they had a 
. by this time, I wandered downinto ' never find usif We were to be the same time .,. Meanwhlie,:Aur-" deposit onl apiece of propg.rtyat 
the pit and triedto make intelli- swept away during high tide in a om Smnmer School: of ihe, Arts. an undiscl0sed,loealion:clos~to . 
gent conversation, wondering blue__,..:_tmck be ause we'd blend wm requesting. $25,000 seed the downtown, core and large 
" -,money and tbe Terrace ArtAss0cl,: enough for future expansion. 
nRntm.  - . -  " " - " . . . .  when we would get around to dis-. ' -Then came aheateddiscmsion, ation Was- requesting a $.25.,000 Spokesman: Fred Bet ..ghauser. sai'd 
cussing all the really important ... ,.ver,).ecaml~itsel£:.~ekitchen grant .to ;hlre< :a ; fu l l  , ~me.-,that .32 Unit condominium style 
stuff. I discovered that standing m- u ,?t.,, -"~":":":: {":"~{;:--med" ¢oordinator!{~" S dents i t~s~e~ ~o~plex:.~uld be,~derWay:with- 
a narrow pit and staring up at/a/ area rooked Okay, me neos s~. 
com-o---'e,t- rtaot and m t~. t  a~,~, ' ' :e rea  - - - '~  to Junior Secondary. School: sent. a :in months , ,  Despite.oppesltion 
be plenty of s.torage space, but petition- to Prime. l~flnistcr -Nan from.McConnell Avenueresidents, 
• Mulroney and about 100Caledorda Plate 'H of 'the Terrace youth 
there was no bathroom. 
He explained that we could 
solve.this problem by purchasing a 
port-a-potti and sticking it in 
whatever comer happenedtO be. 
available. This struck me as a 
rather cavalier attitude.and I 
demanded toknow exactly what 
he planned on doing with it if 
"polite" company happened to " 
drop in for a visit. He suggested 
we keep it covered with a nice 
fluffy towel and use it as an extra 
seat. Good grief. • 
We finally agreed longen0ugh 
.to buy the truck mid cantper, but 
we're still arguing oyer some 
mino~ points, particularly the port, 
a-potti. I just can't see myself 
keeping astraight fa~ ifs0meone 
pops over for a chat and sits down 
onthe damn thing. .. 
1 
Sponsored by: ~ .  
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Senior Secondary students took to 
Terrace streets in a march topro- 
test Canada's involvement in the 
war in the Middle East ... Dona- 
lions were. rolling in and 
coordinators were working against 
the clock as the count down to the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games con- 
tinued ... Steve Scott, the city's 
parks/.and recreation superintend, 
, ent;Said general pool revenue was: 
.up by 80 percent since expansion 
was completedinMay of 1990 ,. 
More than a year after they:started: 
• putting their first grant application 
together, Project Literacy Terrace 
finally received funding of $51,000 
to allow them to hire a program 
coordinator and set up and equip 
• an office in the downtown core; 
Soccer Christy Park. Development 
was:approved by city council, 
Construction of the soccer fields 
would be .conditional on the for- 
mulation of a,"develop~ment agree- 
ment" .between thecity and Youth 
Soccer ~..Despite the:teacber's 
stril~e in School Dislrict 88, about. 
200 .grade 12 Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School students wrote 
government exams as scheduled.. 
The Ministry~ of Education said. 
exam marks would be compared 
with school performance and prov- 
incial averages. If significant dif- 
fe/ences were found in individual 
performance, the mark would, be 
reviewed by the Board of Exam- 
iners and adjudicated accordingly 
... Meanwhile, after .marathon 
. o .  
• _ : . - . - .  "= : , 
bargaining sessions; a tentative 
TWO YEARs AGO agreement was finally, reached 
-~ THIS WEEK... --. ' " " ' betW~h" the Terrace .and District 
City council wasgiving attention Teachers Association andS chef 
to a proposal from thc Terrace Fire District 88, putitng an end to the 
Department to build a fireflghter 19-day s.Ui'ke. , . --. 
training facility.., A school bus 
canying six students had: a run-in FOUR YEARS.AGO ..... 
with a logging tt:uck near Klcanza THIS WEEK... 
Creek. One student .was taken to At a city council mccting'al~r- 
ho6t)itai with minor injuries ... man RuthHallock said thatrestrlc- 
Downtown parking regulations lions :placed on .loaded.;logging 
were being .examined in prepara; try, .Ira.coming from ~las  using 
lion for a new parking bylaw and North Sparks' were unenforceable 
ticketingauthority.,. 'A ,two.-~_ y and moved that Hailiwell.Ave. 
blitzby the Terrace detachment of .should be designated as an arterial 
the RCMP resulted in 41 Vehicles mute open to all traffic. Hallock 
being ticketed for safety defects; wM supported by two other alder- 
two vehicles wi.th m brakes'.Were menand opposed by thr~.Mayor 
ordered off the road ... A tWo-year Talstra defeated the motion with 
, , the deciding vote.- 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. " 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
• NOT[CE is herabY given that the  Wrong n a m e  
Boasd of Directors of Pscific Narthem. 
Gas Lid, has declared a quarterly:div-, 
idend of 40 conu per share on the ' Our apologies to Bob Suther- 
" i ssued  and outstanding ClanA and 
CiusBcommonsharesoftheCotpo" land, whom we erroneously 
radon payable on :.Ma~ 20, 1992 to named Bob Sullivan in a story. 
shareholders of record  at the clme of about' his retirement from Mills 
bminess on March 6, 1992. 
By Order of the Board Memorial Hospital on page 13 of 
P.G.GRWFIN the Jan. 29, 1991 Terrace 
Secretary Review. 
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IMPROVING Maggie Park 
YOUR ODDS #209-4526 Park Ave., 
AGAINST Terrace, B.C, ~ 
CANADA'S V8G 1V1 
#1 KILLER 638-1167 
A thou to remember is with all ghtful way. . .In 
Memoriam gift to the,Heart.?nd Stroke Foun.datt0n • 
of B.C,/and Yukon, Please mail your. donation to 
the above addres~ and include the name of the 
deceased, your name and address; as well as the. 
name and address of the next-0f 'km for an 
acknowledgement card. 
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u:,v n:g a name to a watershed 
b, M.c,...,.., i o  '¸  ¸ ¸ a o. J... 2, =., A desig.nat n wil.I c rry the fa te  of the Kitlope 
of 23  people met in a small 
banquet room at the Mount  
Layton Hot Springs resort. What 
they had in common was an 
interest in the area called the 
Kitiope, a series of river valleys 
surrounding the southern 
reaches of the Douglas Channel 
south of Kitimat. The 350,000 
hectare area has been identified 
as the last remaining unlogged 
temperate rain forest of its size 
on the planet. At the meeting 
• were a spectrum of technical 
specialists, government repre- 
sentatives, members of the 
Haisla Nation who claim the 
Kitlope as ancestral territory, 
and officials from West Fraser 
Timber, the company that holds 
logging rights to the Kitlope. 
The gathering was  convened 
by the Haisla and EcoTrust, a 
• U.$.-based conservancy organiz- 
ation. In the end the two pri- 
mary players, the Haisla and 
West Fraser, agreed to continue 
meeting to seek a solution with 
the assistance of EcoTrust. The 
participants think they may have 
hit on a model process for dis- 
pute resolution, having come out 
of a potentially explosive land 
use situation with a greater 
appreciation for one another's 
SKEENA RIVER 
/ 
DOUGLAS " 
CHANNEL 
• ~,'~, '~'' .', '~i~ 
interests. 
This week we examine the 
land use options presented at the 
meeting. 
T . . i 
he Kitlope is what i t  is, no 
matter • what anyone calls •it. 
However, i ts designation - -  
what the government and the 
people with an interest in i t  
ultimately decide to call it 
will be the greatest determining 
fact in its future. 
At the moment it is a por- 
tion of B.C.'s public forest, 
unoccupied Crown land, a part 
of West Fraser Timber's long- 
term forest tenure known as 
Tree Farm Liconce 41, and part 
of the Haisla Nation's compre- 
hensive land claim. It is a wild, 
mountainous landscape of rivers, 
waterfalls, lakes, hot springs, 
mar ine  shoreline, old growth 
coastal forest and alpine pla- 
teaus, a wilderness and, for 
some, a paradise. 
And because there are so 
many people now interested in 
it, the Kitlope will probably 
have to be called something 
other than what it is being called 
GARDENER 
.... • CANAL 
KOWESAS RIVER / 
\ 
now. The designation shapes the 
use - -  or absence of it - -  in the 
•future. 
e 
The most appealing feature 
o f  the ~Kitlope is that it is ordi- 
nary -  forest ecologist Jim 
Pojar told the group the area is 
representative of the Kitimat 
Ranges, the coastal mountains 
that run from Bella Coola to the 
• Alaska panhandle. The geology, 
the forest, the wildlife habitat, 
the ecosystems and general 
structure o f  the Kitlope are 
representative o f  what !S com- 
monly found throughout the 
range. "It's not, particularly 
unusual... It's only unusual in its 
size and the fact that it is undis- 
turbed. From an international 
perspective, it's spectacular." 
That combination u a big, 
representative, temperate rain 
forest watershed that hasn't been 
logged or mined or, over ttie 
past 50 years, •even lived• in 
much by anyone m makes the 
Kitlope a potential research 
bonanza. It makes the Kitlope a 
possible baseline, a means of 
measuring natural events on a 
I 
local and global scale. Pojar led 
the scientific side. of the discus- 
sion by saying, "The •Kitlope 
would begood for ecosystem 
function research, the study o f  
how those systems work. It 
could also be used for watershed 
comparison, disturbed versus 
undisturbed." 
A second ecologist, one who 
specializes in ecosystem 
reserves, said, "The Kitlope 
could act as a control area, a 
bench mark. Permanence would 
be an in~portant point: for 
example, at the present ime we 
have no means of measuring 
global warming.., we could 
measure genetic alteration occur- 
ring in hatchery salmon by com- 
paring them to the wild stocks in 
the Kitlope... there's hydrology 
comparisons. 
"The Kitlope has the size 
and diversity to be very valu- 
able. It helps that it is represen- 
tative rather than exceptional. 
The main point is, it has to be 
• permanently undisturbed if it is 
to be of any value." 
Ken Lertzman, a natural 
planning and conservation for 
the northern regional office of  
B.C. Environment, Lands and 
Parks, explaine d the provincial 
government's range of land use 
designations to the group at the 
hot springs during the second 
day of discussion. He prefaced 
his remarks by noting, "With the 
unresolved land claim of the 
Haisla, this area ultimately may 
not come under provincial juris- 
diction at all." 
An ecological reserve would 
allow n.o removal of resources at 
all, he said, a designation that 
would conflict with fishing, 
hunting and trapping by the 
Haisla. It could be called a park, 
which would allow those activ- 
ities along with tourism and 
some other things. Under wil- 
derness designation by the Min- 
istry o f  Forests, no logging or 
motorized access~ would be 
allowed. As a Wildlife Manage-• 
ment area, a few other things 
would be allowed. Provincial 
Forest and Crown land is the 
most common designation for 
B.C. lands, and that's what the 
Kitlope is now. 
The final option Murtha 
offered is a seldom-used power 
of the legis!ature under the Envi- 
ronmental Land Use Act. "It 
allows the government o do 
anything in the way of land use 
designation," he said. Murtha resources management specialist 
, .................................. from-Simon-, .Fraser ,University, ..... concluded.by observing that the... 
said the Kitlope could: host B.C. government is watching 
numerous different kinds of numerous imaginative rose, 
research from a single station: lutions to land use conflicts in 
TERRACE . how to design reserves and far comers of the globe and 
• whether watersheds are the best using some of them at home. He 
Boundary of Tree kind of division; the workings of cited as an example the interim 
Farm Licence 41 ecosystems to help in forest protection measure placed on the 
managemen t decisions; detailed lava beds in the Nass Valley 
,:~ ~ Area under discussion ~research on specific plant and pending the outcome of the 
~;~ at Jan 23 & 24 Workshop animal species in an undisturbed Nisga'a. land negotiations, and 
area. "It would have to be per,: said, "The initiative (in the 
manent for long,term monitor- Kitiope) should come from the 
ing.., and the size is an import- Haisla." 
. . . .  , ant issue.•It has to be big to 
KEMANO RIVER maintain its. ecological integ- " 
, rity." . ,. • 
Warren Mitchell, represent- 
KEMANO • ing the Ministry of Forests Old 
• Growth Committee, said his 
Clark Binkley, dean.of or- group has seen this sort of con- 
JTSAYrIS RIVER estry at UBC, said the "nuts and flict all over the province. 
bolts" of diverse research pr o- "There is a need for a fair, bal- 
jects would have to be figured anced process, and I suggest that 
out. "For example, some kinds this meeting is an example of ~ KITLOPE of research would conflict with what such a process hould, be... RIVER tourism but are compatible with you need someone at the table to ethnobotany (uses the Haisla had speak for each value, 
for Plants growing in the area). "I suggest we have no desig- 
"There is the issue of nation to meet these needs, and f 
coordination, that is, data-shar- that you go on with this pro- 
ing among the scientists. Rules cess." 
would have to be established." 
Binkley had earlier heard the 
story told by the Haisla of how 
they came to abandon the Kit- "Biosphere" was the desig- 
lope, their children having been 
shipped off to residential schools, nation offered by Laurie Way- 
run by white people, and he burn, the executive director of 
added: "Would the scientists just the Point Reyes Bird Observ- 
produce more tools to dominate atory in California. 
the Haisla? There would have to Wayburn told the group she 
be care in the design of the had worked 10 years for the 
program." United Nations on creating des- 
ignations and settling disputes 
over land status in many areas of 
the world. Biosphere designa- 
W 
Mike Murtha, manager of - -  Continued on page 10 
I 
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K i t lope  - -  
- -  Continued from page 9 . . _  
tion, she explained, does not 
make an area a park or a zoo. "It 
allows use by people and the 
continuance of the resources. It's 
built around education, tradi- 
tional and modern science, and 
joint management systems." She 
noted also that by definition a 
biosphere includes people as a 
part of the natural system. 
The -designation would not 
convey authority over the Kit- 
lope to the UN or any other 
body, but would give the area 
international recognition and 
would set specific conditions for 
maintaining biosphere status. 
Wayburn had suggested earlier 
in the meeting that the decision- 
making body and process 
required for the Kttlope should 
be designed to meet the future 
needs of those who have an 
interest in the area. "People 
rarely put energy into consensus- 
building if they know in advance 
they have no authodty," she 
said. 
, ,  , ,  
Orant Copeland. is an ecol- 
Ogist who has done contract 
Friday, January 17 
Michelle Joy Keiver was fined - 
$450 for impaired rying. 
Monday, January 20 
Peter 
The folio'wing convictions took place in Terrace adult 
criminal court on the dates indicated according to information 
provided by the court regist~. . 
mont. 
Dale Haines was fined $25 on 
one count of illegal possession 
of narcotics and $10 on a second 
Valentine Abou was count of the same charge. 
sentenced to 30 days in jail and 
placed on probation for six 
months for theft. 
Wednesday, January 22 
John Paul Wilson was placed 
on probation for one year and 
ordered to perform 25 hours of 
community service work for 
breaking, entering and commit- 
ting an indictable offense. 
Wendell Everett Williams was 
placed on probation for one 
year, ordered to perform 10 
hours of community service 
work, and ordered to pay $306 
in restitution for breaking, enter- 
ing and committing an indictable 
offense. Williams was also given 
one-year concurrent probation 
terms and ordered to perform 10 
Haines was also fined $250 for 
failure to appear in court. 
Morgan EIIens was fined $500 
and given a one-year driver's 
licorice suspension for impaired 
driving. 
George Wilfred Collington was 
fined $500 and placed on proba- 
tion for one year for assault. 
Chad Everett Lang was fined 
$500 and given a one.year 
driver's licence suspension for 
impaired riving. 
Daniel Daponte Viveiros was 
sentenced to 60 days in jail and 
Placed on probation for three 
years for sexual assault. 
Earl Wilfred Weget was sen- 
tenced to 14 days in jail for 
driving without an appropriate 
licence. 
q 
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If you wish to announce 
the birth of YOUR baby, please fill out the form available in the 
maternity ward at Mills Memorial Hospital. We will pick up your 
forms every week. 
BARTEL - -  Teresa is proud to announce the birth of her 
daughter Ashleigh Jade on December 29, 1991 weighing 9 Ibs. 9 
oz, A little sister for Shane and Scan. 
BROOKS - -  Jeffrey P. Brooks Jr. and Irene Good are pleased to 
announce the birth of their son Clark Lindsey on January 23, 
1992 weighing 6 Ibs. 7 oz. A little brother for Adrian and Bradley. 
DEAMARAL/ROLLINGS---Joe Deamaral and Shelley Rollings 
are the proud parents of daughter Kristi Leigh, bom January 19,  
1992 at 5:53 p.m. weighing 8 Ibs. 1 oz. A little sister for Darci. 
EDGAR - -  Dave and Anna are proud to announce the birth of 
their daughter Megan Leigh on January 27, 1992 at 10 p.m. 
weighing 7 Ibs. 15-1/2 oz. 
FISHER - -  Dan and Rose are pleased to announce the birth of 
their first son William Richard on January 17, 1992 weighing8 
Ibs. 12 oz. 
LAWLOR - -  Bob and Patti are the' proud parents of daughter 
Paige Brittany, born January 27, 1992 weighing 7 Ibs. 10 oz. 
work for theHa is la in theK i t -hours  of community service "I ~ • 
lope; He spoke to the group work on each of two counts of Monday, January 27 635-4080 '[ 
from What he termed "a wilder- theft. Nelson Charles Leeson was 
hess perspective". ~ Friday, January 24 sentenced to seven days in jai l ,  124741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
:'.Research done in the.Kltlope Edwin Blaine Lefebvre was fined $300 andplaced'on proba- .......... After hours 638-1954/'l'elex 04785549 
could have global significance, fined $250 on each of four tion for three months for driving TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTD. 
counts of uttedng a forged docu- while prohibited. 
F L©W]B 8 ! 
Friday, Feb. 14 - -  Support group meeting for persons suffering from M.E. 
(Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), alsoknown as C.F.I.D,S. (Chronic Fatigue 
and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome), at 7:30 p.m. in the downstairs meet- 
ing room of the Terrace Public Library. For more information, please con- 
tact Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. :. 
Feb. 14 to March 6 - -  The Terrace Art Gallery features Orlean Hermann in 
a one-woman show of oil paintings and limited edition prints. Gallery hours 
are Tuesday to Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m.; Tuesday to Thursday, 7 to 9 
p.m.; and Sunday, 2 to 3 p.m. Upcoming shows: March, B.C. children's art; 
April, Jeanne Thomson and Vicki MacKay; May, local quilters; July, Dawn 
Germyn, Marjorie Spisak and Carolyn Hayduk; August, annual members' 
show. 
Saturday, Feb. 15 m 11th annual Alcan Family Cross Country Ski 
Marathon at the Onion Lake ski trails. Register at 9 a.m., start time is 10 
~a.m. 
Our Coming Events column is a public service offered by the Terrace 
Review. Deadline Is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be mailed in 
or dropped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed or In legible 
writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available from 
the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of Apsley Street 
and Lakelse Avenue, on the last Thursday of each month from 2 to 4 p.m., 
or phone 638-1518 for a taped message or further information. 
The Terrace Little Theatre would like to present an evening of short plays 
in May. If anyone is interested in directing, acting or other areas, please 
contact Alan Weston at 635-2942. 
The first Friday of every month is Steak Night at the Royal Canadian 
Legion, Branch 13. All other Fridays are Burger Night. All members and 
guests welcome. ., 
Wednesday, Feb. 5 - -  Kim Saulnier will show slides of her Crossroads Sunday, Feb. 16 --The Kinsmen and Kinette Clubs of Terrace are holding 
experiences in Ecuador at 12 noon in room 2001 of Northwest Community their annual Seniors' Sweetheart Dinner and Dance at the ,Elks Hall on 
. . . . .  , , ........ :.Tetrault. Doors open at 4:30 p.m. If yo u require transportation, phone 
College . . . .  . . ' Joyce at 635-7913 or Pat at 638-1726. 
Feb. 18, March 3 and 10 - -  Diabetic Clinics will be held. Two-day clinic for 
Type I and II diabetics Jan. 28, Feb. 4, March 3 and 10; one-day refresher 
on Feb. 18. A doctor's referral is required for the clinics. Contact Mills 
Memorial Hospital dietitian Joan Marr at 638-4050 for further information. 
Thursday, Feb. 20 - -  The annual general meeting of the Terrace Public 
Library Association will be held at 7 p,m. in the library meeting room. 
Elections to the Board of Trustees will take place and nominations for these 
positions will be accepted from the floor. Ught refreshments will be sewed. 
Saturday, Feb. 22 - -  The 16th annual BIG BAND DANCE will be held at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School gymnasium. Cocktails at 7 p.m. 
Dinner at 8 p.m. Tickets areavallable at Sight and Sound. 
Saturday, Feb. 29 - -  Northern Singles are hosting a dinner with entertain- 
ment at the Terrace Legion at 7 p.m. This will be an event that will be held 
the third Saturday of every second month. Only R.S.V.P. Phone 635-3238 
or 632-3547 for further information. 
Saturday, March 28 --  Terrace Centennial Lions' Ladies' Diamond Dinner. 
he said, and could be particular- 
ly important to industry because 
the area could be used to estab- 
l i sha baseline for the way in 
which natural, Undisturbed sys- 
terns are supposed to function. 
"Part of that function would be 
to leave the predator-prey rela- 
tionship alone," he added, noting 
the Kitlope's population of griz- 
zly bears as one example. • , 
Leaving those relationships 
intact would not rule out all 
human uses of the area. Cope- 
land cited eco-tourism, a boom- 
ing/new industry world-wide, as 
an example of controlled use for 
the watershed that might be of 
benefit to everyone involved. 
Three sailboat owners 
already have approached the 
Haisla for the rights to conduct 
that sort of tour, Copeland said. 
He visualized a system similar 
to that used in the South Mores- 
by national park, using a net- 
work of native "watchmen" to 
regulate the business and help 
totlrists and tour operators by 
acting as interpretive guides to 
the natural and cultural systems 
of the area. 
"The bottom line is consulta- 
tion, agreement, and then 
action," Copeland concluded. 
"There's no: hurry. We can be 
caut ioUS. .  
None:!of-th , *con,:opts for 
the ~ffiturc o f  the ~t lop¢,  how- 
Weni.unchailengcd by the 
:.HalJila" ~r@teSefitatlVes at the 
i,o ' thelr views, see 
. \ . . . . . . . .  
Monday, Feb. 10 - -  The Terrace Little Theatre will hold a general meeting 
at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum Street. New to theatre? 
Join usl Call Alan at 638-1215 or 635-2942 for information. 
Tuesday, Feb. 11 - -  Canadian Women in Timber meets at 7:30 plm. at 
the "Hire a Logger" agency, 4925 Keith Avenue. Featured speaker: Skeena 
Sawmills' Forester Darnien Keating will give an update on the Kitlope and 
discuss the Model Forest. Everyone welcome. 
Thursday, Feb. 13 - -  A Vintage Fashion Show will be held at Terraceview 
Lodge from 1:30 to 3 p.m. 
February 13 to 15 - -  The Heart and Stroke Found~ttion of B.C. & Yukon, 
Terrace Unit, presents its annual Heart and Stroke Education Days at the 
Skeena Mall from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily. Volunteers will be available to 
provide information on many topics related to heart and blood vessel dis- 
ease, supplied by the Foundation in book, pamphlet, video and poster for- 
mats. Blood pressure testing will again be offered along with information 
about the significance of this simple test. Stop by our tables and you're 
sure to find something of value for yourself or your family. 
:'I' ~,'~1. !, 
1991 RRSP 
deduction , 
limits 
i f  you were a member" of  a 
registered pension p lan  or  
deferred profit sharing •plan 
during •1990, your 1991 RRSP 
deduction limit is the lesser of 
18% of your 1990 earned 
income of $11;500 minus your 
1990 pension adjustment. 
Your pension adjustment is 
found in box 52 of your 1990 T4 
Supplementary from your 
employer. In addi'tion, in the fall 
of 1991, the government 
forwarded this information to all 
taxpayers. 
There are also a number of 
special deposits which can be 
made to RRSPs in addition to 
your RRSP contribution: 
*Lump sum transfers - -  you 
can transfer lump• sums 
DIRECTLY from a Registered 
Pension P lan  or a Deferred 
Profit Sharing Plan (DPSP) to 
your RRSP. You must complete 
a Revenue Canada form. 
.RRIF (Registered Retirement 
Income Fund) payments in 
excess of min imum-  until the 
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• I t ' s  not too late for a marriage contract . . . .  
• " '. " : • • ":- . . . . . . .  ¢ ' ~i:?i-~ 
By ROZANNE RESZEL, C.A. 
If you're like most people, you 
probably think of a' marriage 
contract as a precursor to di- 
vorce. StipulatIng what hap- 
pens to  assets if a marriage 
dissolves is certainly one pur- 
pose of a marriage • contract, 
and a highly publicized one 
too. But it. doesn't have to be 
the only purpqse. 
For many couples who are al- 
ready married or are con- 
templattng i tying the knot, a 
marriage contract is, in fact. a 
framework for their marriage. 
not a blueprint for divorce. 
Generally, that framework is a 
financial one - and with good 
reason; Disagreements over 
money are a major factor In 
divorce. 
While signing a marriage con- 
tract i s  not for everyone, the 
process of drawing up a mar- 
riage contract gives you and 
your partner the chance to talk 
about money, to identify corn- 
The contents of your marriage 
contract can be whatever you 
and your partner think ap- 
propriate. 
For example, it might specify 
whether you will both pay an 
equal  share  towards 
household expenses. Or. it 
might deal with investments - 
if one partner is conservative 
and the other a risk-taker, will 
men ground and to pinpoint you have Joint or separate say- 
areas ofpotential conflict, : lngs and investments? Would 
lfyou can't work out arrange- each be willing to support an 
ments  that  are fair and aglngparent? 
mutually agreeable before the When one spouse, generally 
ceremony, what are yourchan- the wife, takes time out from 
ces o fdoing so a f terwards?  paid employment o ra ts~ 
m/m 
: . ' ;  ,C  ! " '~  ' : ;~  , , (~: : .~ , ,  : :~  .~ .  " 
• . i:,:::/,i:!} : ! :  
• "Hands & Globe" is a registered certification mark of the World Council of Credit Unions and is used under license. 
Convert your RRSP savings into a credit 
union RRIF and provide yourself with a 
regular income, while continuing to 
maintain maximum control over your tax- 
sheltered retirement investments. 
Flexibility Plus 
Theflexibilityof the RRIF makes it the 
ideal investment O meet a wide variety of 
income requirements. 
• Current Income - Income payments can 
begin immediately, or commence one 
year after the plan is opened, with no 
maximum limit. 
• .• Inflation Protection - A minimum 
payment option lets you start small and 
increase yearly. 
• Protection for Spouse/Dependents - 
Stretch your RRIF out until you 
or your spouse reach 90, 
- . . • .  , 
CREDIT  UNION . . . .  
- , / 
• • ~ ~ ,., 
TERRACE & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Should you die before your RRIF is 
depleted, payments can transfer to your 
• spouse if he or she is your designated 
beneficiary, or the remaining funds can 
be distributed according to your will. 
• Emergency Fund - Make lump sum 
withdrawals for any purpose, including 
financial emergencies. 
• Tax Shelter - Take out the minimum 
taxable income permitted by law, and 
your investments continue to grow, free 
of tax, while they remain in the RRIE 
For the complete RRIF story, seeyour 
credit union today 
Let us review with you:the various types of 
RRIFs we have available, along with our 
• competitive rates. Together, we can plan 
your retirement financial future. 
Come in and see us soon. 
Phone 635-7282 
5 . . . . .  ; , ,  , - k 
v 
m 
in your own name up to 100% of 
any payment from your RRIF in 
excess of the minimum 
mandatory payment amount for 
the year, using Revenue Canada 
form T2O3O. 
• .Retldng allowances • a lump 
sum or sums paid to you by 
your employer, at or after your 
termination, in recognition of 
your loss of employment. Accu- 
mulated sick leave credits paid 
qualify under this definition, The 
portion of a retinng allow, an~ 
eligible for sheltering in your 
own RRSP can either be trans- 
ferred directly (with no income 
tax deducted), or up to 100% 
can be contributed in the year of 
receipt or within 60 days there- 
after. No portion of a retiring 
allowance can go to an RRSP in 
your spouse's name. 
The maximum retiring allow- 
ance which can be sheltered is: 
• $2,000 for each full or partial 
calendar year of service with the 
employer, plus 
• an additional $1,500 for each 
full or partial calendar year of 
service in 1988 or prior yea~ in 
which you were not a member of 
a pension plan or Deferred Profit 
Sharing Plan w~th your 
employer, or for years in respect 
of which your employer's contri- 
butions to such plans have not 
vested in you. 
•L  
, , . ,  %',, : , , ' . '¸  
. . . . . . .  . 
w • . t " 
~ j . r 
/ • 
meet your needs-today and tomorrow 
end of the calendar year in ..... ' " ' : "Tha  "~Q~ w.,o. ,o0 ,.rn ,o° .n , , , .  , , , . . , ,  way to make your retirement income 
transfer DIRECTLY to an RRSP 
children, what will happen to 
her ability to accumulate as- 
sets? What would happen to 
business assets if the marriage 
falls? 
If you're already married, but 
don't have a contract, you still 
may want to consider gettln~ 
one. Circumstances change 
throughout the course of any 
marriage. You may decide you 
want to go back to school, for 
example. Ifyour spouse agrees 
to support you during that 
period, what obligation, If any. 
d ° you have to pay him or her 
cont'd on pg. 13 
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L[ ]? OUR 
RRSP SPECIALISTS 
HELP YOU 
TAKE ¢  ARE OF 
YOUR FUTURE 
TODAY 
" ~ Bankof Montreal, 
We're P~ying Attention 
• • 4666 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, BC 
638-1131 
t~]  ,, 
Certified General Accountants 
, : , "  . 
' .  : ' L "  • 
¢ . , ,  
'L - "  
• - : : ;  
= 
PROVIDING A FULL RANGE OF 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SERVICES, 
INCLUDING DATA PROCESSING, INCOME TAX, 
AND MANAGEMENT CONSUL TING 
:kndmw C. Brodle, C.G ..b.. Donna Detains, C.GJ~ 
• . . . . 
. . . . .  2.:~2.3 La~(else~Avenue 'i :,....:, .~ ......... 
Terrace, B.C. ~SG IP9 
688-8705 
Government  pens ,ons  
Chances are you've always amount towards the Canada 
thought that if worse came to Pension Plan (CPP). 
worse, you could at least survive What would you get on 
retirement on a government retirement? In 1991, you're 
pension. After -all, the govern- entitled to the maximum benefit 
ment wouldn't let you starve, of $604.86 per month from CPP, 
would it? Well, maybe not. But as well as Old Age Security 
you'd come pretty close, payments of $354.92, for a 
To see why, let's say that monthly total of $959.78, or 
you've worked formers than 20 $11,517.36 per year. 
year s, during which you All in all, it doesn't add up to 
contributed the maximum much of a retirement lifestyle. 
/ : .  , 
" • t 
"%.~. :  ;~ . !~: : : : ;~ ; .  / : 
Frank Donahue : 
".We can help you choose the, RRSP 
' that's right for you." 
"The Mutual Group has st full range of Registered 
Retirement Savings Plan Investments. Let us help 
you make the choice that's best for your needs. 
.: For personal service, call or drop in and see us. ", 
• .sk... M=, 
T inse l  '~ " : "= 
~, 635-2387.  ...... • ~( ]  r~. .=~ o,o.~ 
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No stopping a financialop timist 
My bank and I maintain a dis- 
rant relationship. We don't 
always see eye to eye a 
problem caused, I believe, by our 
philosophical differences. You 
see, I'm a financial optimist, but 
my bank is an institution of hard- 
nosed pessimism. 
I know I'm an optimist.became 
I always think I have more 
money than I do. When I cash a 
cheque, I leave the bank with a 
wad of small bills and a pocket- 
ful of possibilities. I feel like 
Jackie Onassis for about an 
hour and a half. By the time I've 
pickedup yesterday's photos, the 
dry cleaning and a few litres of 
milk, half my fortune is gone, 
After the library overdue fines, a 
quarter tank of gas, a birthday 
card and school "hot dog day" 
fees, l'm down to the dregS o f  
wallet change. 
Did I drop a few green twenties • 
on the street? No, I paid the 
phone bill. But what abou( that 
• ten7 Oh, now I remember, alu- 
minium foil and light bulbs. 
The bank knew I was poor al l  
along. The moment I withdrew 
have turned dollars into pocket 
change. That the GST makes 
every looney I spend cost me 
seven cents more. The bank 
knows ~II, sees all. 
When I'm feeling broke, I think 
about he next cheque, the one 
I'll get in a few weeks. The next 
cheque will pay some bills, buy a 
few necessities, maybe a special 
treat. I put a lot of hope into the 
next cheque. 
The bank doesn't recognize that 
cheque until it arrives. The bank 
only sees that, once again, it has 
to scrape the service charges 
from the echoing depths of my 
account. That's financial realism. 
The bank also sees the patterns in 
my debits and credits. It knows 
that, if and when the cheque 
. arrives, there will be little left 
after expenses, and if there is, the 
cat will suddenly •need e-worm- 
ing medication. ~ : 
And so my accotlnt balance 
returns to pennies. Banks have 
little respect for pennies. I think 
ba~,s consider pennies a nui- 
sance, an attitude spreading 
through much of the population 
more likely add up to $2.63 - -  
enough to buy a postcard photo 
of a sailboat. Banks derive little 
pleasure from pennies and post- 
card photos. 
The banks sees dollars as round 
figures on paper and computer 
screens a mistaken belief 
shared by many financial pro- 
feasionals. But money on paper is 
not the same as paper money. 
Numbers on paper bear no rela- 
tion to the stuff that fills wallets 
and buys ice cream. Figures ona 
computer screen are too easily 
spent. 
Money is not as tangible as it 
used to be, and l blame banks for 
this. It's a bank's business to 
discourage the me of cash. While 
I don't understand all the ramifi- 
cations of a return to the gold 
standard, it seems that a pocketful 
of gold and silver just might 
improve spending habits. In order 
to have any value, money ought 
to be worth something. 
But there's no stopping a finan- 
cial optimist. Even with a pocket 
full of gold, I'd still think I had 
the money, the bank considered it lately, more money than I do. 
gone. I find pennies on the street all The bank would still know 
The bank is not fooled by mere the time. Evidently pennies are better. 
wads of cash -----it sees the considered "threw away" money. 
bottom line. The bank knows that I pick them up. My mother aised 
two-dollar bills can make your me to believe that pennies add up ) (~ ~ '~,~ 
wallet fat but they don't buy to dollars. I drop my found 
much. That once you break a pennies into a jar, figuring that 
twenty, you may as well give someday, a few years from now, 
away the change, became it,ll be I'II count the loot and come up, . l i  
gone within the hour anyway, with a down payment on a sail: 
That everything costs more than boat, 
you think it Will. The bank knows better. It 
The bank knows that loonies knows that those pennies will .: 
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e Law a You..,, .:, :i • I 
I Whatdoes  It mean when Ice  sign a loan? :  i z~'...-~/,.x,,\v'm~,//x , 
. . . .  THE LAW AND YOU - ~ 
as respoastble for the loun as the lmmary /~ " ~ ~ .._,._.._.. . . . .  I ' A~ " ~  \ ~.~ k~\\\\\XVl ~\\\~ ~1~i/~ " ! 
debtor-'theone who berrowed the money, kl~ II /,~ uy ~ '~"B.~CI" "  ' , :: I',,. ~. " ,~: . ,,v ~ "~" ~ V ' < ~ / ~  tY,~\\\\~ WN/ / / I .  ' ' I ' 
That means that the lender can demand , . '~ '~"~ LL. B.Q.C. . ,.. ..:, !i ~, ~:~ . . '~ ~" ~ ~ ~"  \ ~e~  ~ ~  ~\\\\~,..~ ]~1~ . • , . . . ,  | '  
payment from the co-signer before, orin- , " ..ii : ..... ,' [ ' \..- f ~ ,~_  \ \~R~'~ \~k~\~~- ' ,~R~j  " • l 
• stead of, approaching the debtor, option.ofseizing the car. And, in cer~n • . / '  : I  ' ,__...~S~-,--_ • ~ ~A'~C_e~ \]~B~g~,, . \ ~  I 
Say your son recently bought a car and circums/ances, if they then sell the car and . : ' ' ,  [. 7 - - - - -  ~ f - ~ ~ \  ~'~ ~.~-k  ~ ' "  ~ ~[~ I 
you co-signed his loan from the finance lose money, they can sue you for the loss. " ] / / ~ , ~  ,~_  \\~\. '~ I ~ ' ~ / -  N~ I 
company. As long as he ~s  all his pay- The creditor must give you_proper notice . - - - - - - - -~- - /  ////////[/i'/~ ~-~ \~\ \  "~11 f ~ ~  y ~_ 
mentsontime, ev.e..t~_gsfine. Butwhat underthePersonalProperty;secudtyAct. 1, / ~"" / /V  ~-"L~~ ~ \ - "  ~\ "~ [ 
if he finds he can t manage it and, with- Ofcoursein another situation, iftheco- ' 
out telling you, he falls behind? You could signer put up security for the loan, the lender ] 
fmd your bank account or your wages be- can seize those goods mthertlum go after 
ing garnished for the debt before you know 
it. To make things worse, most loan con- 
tracts contain what's called an acceleration 
clause. This clause say that the lender may 
demand immediate r payment ofthe whole 
10on-:not just the arrears---if any condition 
of the agreement hasbeenviolated. So one 
missed payment co~uld ~mean the entire. 
amount of the [6"an suddenly hasto be re- 
paid. 
In our example, where the loan was for 
the purchase ofa car, the car would probably 
be pledged as security for the loan, by means 
of a chattel mortgage. Then, if payments 
fall into arrears, the lender would have the ~ 1-800-668-8526. 
What  do I do if l d i scover  my credit  card 
has been lost or s to len?  
the borrower, if they choose to. 
Read the document carefully. Get legal 
advice if you're not sure you understand it,
or your obligations, fully. And try to make 
sure that you always know what,s happen- • In these days, it,s hard to 
ing on the account so that you're not taken believe that borrowing can make 
by s t~prise. ~ . . " : : good financial sense. But it~can 
. . . . . . .  uyourequirelegmaavice, contacttee .... ' .... . ... _.-~ "'-': 
""Lawyer Referral'Service. Lawyer Referral ~ ann usuany aces if you 
will provide you with a free initial half- bor row to finance your RRSP 
hour consultation with a lawyer. In Metro 
Toronto and area' call (416) 947-3330. 
Outside Metro call toll-free 1-800-268- 
8326. From area code 807 call toll-free 
Good reasons to borrow Making the 
give you an RRSP loan at 8.25% d i f fa_ r .no_ .  
repayable over 12 months, your ~l l  I l l V  l~ l l~  l I V ~ 
:. total borrowing cost will be , Unless your pension plan is 
about $196.25. ~ particularly generous, you'll 
contribution. 
To illustrate, consultants at 
Terrace's Bank of  Montreal 
explain, ",Let's say that the Feb- 
ruary 29 contribution is just a 
Now consider that if your 
combined federal-provincial t x 
rate is 45%, your extra $4,500 
contribution will reduce your 
taxes by $2,025. Add to thia the 
earnings generated by your con- 
probably need an RRSP to gen- 
erate additional retirement 
income. And certainly if you 
don't belong to an RPP, your 
RRSP will be nothing leas than 
essential. 
(NC)--There is always the danger that we 
might lose our credit cards, or .that hey 
might be stolen. The thought of having a 
thief spending our money if frigh.~.ning. 
The first thing to point out is this area is 
not regulated by the government. Instead, 
each credit company has its own guide- 
lines. When you receive your card, the 
company sends you a copy of the credit 
agreement you are entering into. In that 
agreement there is usually provision with 
respect to lost or stolen cards. Check your 
agreement tot'md out what your particular 
credit company says about lost or stolen 
credit cards. 
Generallyspeaking. credit companies 
advise you to report he loss or theft o the 
company immediately. If you do this, the 
company will assume complete responsi- 
bility for the fraudulent use of your card. If 
you fail to notify the loss or theft to the 
company, most credit car agreements limit 
yo~ liability for fraudulent use to $50.00. 
But remember that this is not a limit im, 
posed by law and therefore it can vary from 
company to company and from time to time. 
So, the first thing to do if you discover 
that your credit card is missing, is to phone 
the issuer hmnediately and/eport i~. If you 
can't reach them by telephone, send a reg- 
istered letter will all the relevant details. 
few weeks away and that you're tribufion - -  assuming a 10% rate 
' ~  THE LAW AND YOU entitled to contribute the full o f  return, that would be $450 
by Colin McKinnon $11,500 to your RRSP. But, and you'll end up with a total 
LL. B.Q.C. after paying all your Christmas benefit of $2,475 after one year. 
, bills, you find that you've only Subtract he cost of borrowing 
got about $7,000 in cash. Should and your net gain from borrow- 
you borrow the extra $4,5007 ing is $2,237." 
Assuming that your bank will, 
It is a good idea to keep a list of your 
credit cards with the account number, and 
the telephone number of each company or 
bank concerned. Of course you should keep 
that list in a place other than where you 
keep the credit cards themselves. 
Another idea you might want to ex- 
plore is insurance for your stolen credit 
cards. Speak to your insurance agent about 
this. Some insurance companies now pro- 
vide coverage, for an annual premium of 
course, to protect you from clmms for pay- 
ment when someone steals and uses your 
card to run a bill in your name. ~ 
For more information, contact the Dial- 
A-Law service and ask for tape #110 en- 
titled, "Credit Cards: Unsolicited, Lost or 
Stolen". In Metro Toronto and area, call 
(416) 947-3333. Outside Metro and in the 
416 area code, call toll-free 1-800-387-2920. 
From Ottawa nd the l~al 613 :a~a ca!]~ 
(613) 233:59;$1. From area cod~s 519, 61~, 
and 705, call 1-800-387-2992~ From area 
code 807 call, 1-800-668-8525. 
RRSPs--immediate tax deductions 
In  British Columbia, what's an extra $4,000 
worth? If you're a resident of British Columbia, 
paying a top federal-provincial rate (including 
federal surtax) of 46.1%, an RRSP contribution of 
$4,000 translates into an immediate tax deduction of 
$1,844. What's more, assuming a 10% average 
annual rate of return on your RRSP, that $4,000 will 
be worth $43,340 after 25 years, 
Same time next year 
You may find that you can't 
always make an annual contribu- 
tion because of other financial ~ 
priorities. For example, you may 
have just finished an expensive 
home renovation and, with the 
RRSP contribution deadline 
coming up (for the 1992 tax 
year,_ i,t'.s~ e_blstatT 29,  ~L99.2), 
you simply don't have any more 
cash available. Yet you don't 
want to miss out on your oppor- 
tunity to contribute to your 
RRSP. What can you do?  
Well, under the new .RRSP 
rules, you can "carry forward" 
your unused 1991 contribution to
future years. In this way, you 
can still make your maximum 
allowable contribution even if 
you can't always make:'t~is 
contribution i  the current year. 
Marriage contracts 
cont'd from pg.11 
be able to point out factors you 
and your partner hadn't con- 
sidered. You may find existing 
legislation already provides for 
the property arrangements you 
and your spouse might wish. 
Together, with your lawyer 
you can also discuss when it  
would be appropriate oreview 
and perhaps revise the con-  
tract. 
back? Or, what about inheri- 
tances? Do you both agree 
such money should become 
communal property? 
Since a marriage contract is a 
legal document, It's important 
to consult a lawyer. He or she 
will be able to advise you on 
provincial laws regarding com- 
munal property and may also 
It makes ense to contribute as 
much as you can to your RRSP. 
Why? One reason is that you can 
deduct contributions from your 
income, thereby reducing your 
taxes. Another is that your in- 
Vestment earnings on con tflbu, 
tions are sheltered from tax for 
as long as they remain inside 
your RRSP, So your money 
grows faster. 
Ultimately, the value of an 
RRSP is that, unlike government 
and company pension plans, it 
allows you to determine the 
amount of income you'll have at 
retirement. 
--Contrlbut,d by t~ Bank of Mow,  d 
• . . . .  ; , . c . "  .:,, . "  
Future 
Entrepreneurs 
. More open than not, future 
entreprenems are lonem and hate 
muline; they are usually stubborn 
and like to lind their, own 
solutions to problems. 
. They m willing to invest heir 
assels, their eputalion and their 
energy to resolve difficullies, 
Early in life, they learn to man- 
age: a paper mute,lemonade stand, 
lawn mowing or babysitting. 
CARLYLE SHEPHERD & CO. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
"The Tax Professionals" 
• Financial Planning ... " - -  • 
L 
• Income Tax Planning " . .  
• Income Tax Returns Prepared 
• GST P lann ing /Recover ies  
: contact: In Terrace 
..... , , ,~ ,  ,JOHN G. McMYNN c.A. 
,~ i~ ,: i~ ERNIE DUSDAL C.M.A 
':: ~: ~:~: - " " 4544 LakelseAve., Terrace- 
. . . . . .  " `  Phone 635-6126 
COQUITLAM • SMITHERS • KIT IMAT • TERRACE 
John G. McMynn, C.A. 
• PRINCE RUPERT • R ICHMOND 
- - - - - -  p 
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Do you. have.a valid will? 
It's one of those things too 
many of us are likely to put off, 
worrying about the expense or 
the bother. But neglecting to 
make your will is potentially 
serious for your family and 
othem you want to remember. 
I f  fact, it's not expensive and 
it's easy to prepare your will. 
Once it's signed and put away in 
a safety deposit box, you'll have 
the satisfaction of knowing 
you've done the right thing. And 
you'll be sure your family will 
be spared the kind of hassles 
that can develop when someone 
dies intestate (without a valid 
will). 
What happens if l 
,die without a w, ll? 
(Nc)--First of all, someone will have 
to apply to be appointed Administra- 
tor otyour estate. The Administrator 
is the person who will handle the work 
• • ° 'S  of your estate. It is the Administrator 
job to deal with the assets, pay the 
debts and distribute what is left. 
The adult members of your family 
have, in turn, the fight to apply to be 
appointed Administrator. Your hus- 
band or wife has the first fight to ap- 
ply, then your children, then your 
grandchildren, the other descendants, 
then your parents, then grandparents,' 
thenbrothers and sisters, and so on. If 
your closest relatives are your children, 
for example, all of your children would 
have the right to be appointed as your 
administrators and they would have to 
work together. If anyone turns down 
the fight to apply, the next nearest 
relative wouldbe able to apply. 
Sometimes there is disagreement 
as towho should be appointed and the 
cOurt-has to step in and resolve the 
conflict. 
There is a law in Ontario called the 
Succession Law Reform Act which 
determines who will benefit from your 
estate if you die withouta will. Your 
••'• THE LAW AND YOU by Colin McKInn0n 
LL. B. Q.C. 
estate goes ru t  to your.c I en or 
other issue, then your brothers and sis- 
ters if there are no parents, and so on. 
Obviously, thts can be quite a 
hardship nsome cases if the children 
are quite young and .themother or fa- 
tber mall.y, needs, all the. runes , zor uay- .. 
to-day hying. Each child s share will 
be held in trust for him or her until he 
or she is 18, with the parent having to 
apply to the court anytime money Is 
needed for such things as education r
maintenance. 
The Administrator has no fight o 
have the court hold the funds past he 
time the child turns 18, even though 
the Administrator may feel that he 
child is too young to receive the funds. 
It's clear, then, that in most cases 
your survivors will have a much easier 
time of it if you leave awiu. 
For more information about his 
• • t i toplc, contact the Law Soczety s D al- 
A-Law service and ask for tape #785 
entitled, "Why Make a Will?". In Metro 
Toronto and area call 947-3333. From spouse is entitled to the first $75,000 
of the estate. Then if there are chil, area code 416 outside Metro Toronto 
call toll-free 1-800-387-2920. From 
dren, your spouse and children shm~ Ottawa nd the local 613 are call 
what is left2-the proportiom oepen . 
on how many children or other msue • 233-5941. From area codes 519, 613, 
there are. If there are no children or 705 call .toll-free 1-800-387-2992. 
other issue, your spouse gets every- From area code 807 call toll-free 
thing. If you don't leave a spouse,-~e~ .*. 1-80D-668,8525. " 
Do your homework 
Before you go to your notary's 
or lawyer's office, it's a good 
idea to do some homework. That 
means assembling details of all 
your assets, plus locations and 
numbers of all insurance infor- 
mation and any support arrange- 
meats outstanding for ex-spouses 
and children from previous mar- 
riages. Helpful booklets are 
. available to show you what's 
needed. 
Then, equipped with all the 
information eeded, your notary 
or lawyer will be able to draw 
up the actual will, listing your 
bequests and specifying the 
disposition of your estate. 
One last word: It is recom- 
mended that you review your 
Will every three years or when- 
ever your circumstances change. 
For example, your net worth 
may increase or yo u may change 
You should also give some your mind about a bequest. . 
thought to whom you wish to Furthermore, if you marry or 
name as your executor - -  the remarry, you will is .automati- 
person who makes sure your cally invalidated so that a new 
intentions are carried out after one should be drawn up without 
death.• delay. 
A imajor Canadian bank surveyed clients 
purchasing RRSPs or in Regmtered company 
pension plans. The survey revealed that over 
22% did not have a valid will, 
Do you7 
Secure your family's future 
, See the exper t ,  . 
G,W.Wayne Braid @ 
NOTARY PUBL IC  
4648 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
phone 638-196S 
fax 638-1361 
FIVE POWERFUL 
REASONS 
TO GET A 
MUTUAL RFISP 
NOW 
*Save with confidence 
Mutual has highest credit 
ratings 
.New Loan Service - up to 
12 months to repay 
.Wide range of savings and 
investment options 
*Attractive interest rates 
.Transfer your RRSP to 
Mutual and get much more 
DON'T DELAY. 
GET YOUR RRSP BY MARCH 1 
~tv{J The Hutual Grou 
Facing Tomorrow 
Together 
Frank Donahue 
Skeena Mall 
Terrace 
phone 635'2387 
Continuous 
contributions 
Rather than make one annual 
contribution to your RRSP, why 
not contribute smaller amounts 
throughout the year? 
Convenience through automatic 
deductions from your account is 
only one reason for setting up a 
continuous contribution plan. A 
more important benefit is that 
you'll get a head• start on 
accumulating more savings in 
your RRSP. 
For example, if you Contribute 
$3,000 at the end of each year to 
an RRSP earning 10%, you'll 
end up with about $295,000 after 
25 years. But if you spread out 
that contribution over 12 months 
(at $250 per month), you ' l l  
Company benefits... 
Employee pension plans, or 
RPPs (the "R" Is for Registered), 
are an important source of 
retirement income for about 40% 
of Canadians. 
Most RPPs are defined-benefit 
plans, to which you and/or your 
employer contribute during your 
years of service, and from which 
you receive regular monthly 
benefits upon retirement. The 
amount of the benefit is. usually 
based on a formula that includes 
your average salary and years o f  when you do, keep in mind that 
service with the company, benefit amounts are often quoted 
Still, there i s  no fixed rule as with the value of CPP payments 
to' how retirement: benefits "are included. 
" Must you file 
calculated. So two people with 
the samesalary and years of* 
service Can end up with very 
different levels of retirement 
income - -  simply because they  
worked for different employers.- 
What about you? If you belong 
to an p~P, and if you haven't 
done so already, you should 
make a point of asking your 
personnel officer about the kind 
of retirement benefits you can 
expect from your plan. And 
a return anyway? 
Are you required to file a 
return  even if  you don't have 
any tax .to pay? Probably yes, 
says Revenue Canada, and 
there's quite a list of cir- 
cumstances you might have 
overlooked which mean you 
must file. 
You're required to file a 
return, for instance, if you 
received a child tax credit in 
1989; disposed of capital 
property or had a taxable 
repay part of your family al- 
lowances or Old Age Security 
benefits; or if you must make 
Canada Pension Plan con- 
t r ibut ions  because  you  
earned more than $2,700. 
You'll also have 'to file a 
return to claim a child tax 
credit, re fundable  invest- 
ment tax credit, provincial-  
tax credit, or refund of oyer- 
payment  of tax, CPP con- 
tributions or UIC premiums,  capital  gain;  i f  you must  
Tips, for family food shoppers 
Family food shopping is no longer directly above or_below the product. 
the domain of veteran homemakers. .Cheek dates: Look for expiration 
While 40 to 49-year-olds still domi- or last sale dates on perishables to 
nste supermarket aisles, - recent sur- 
veys show a steady invasion of teen- 
agem crow0|ng delia*counters and 
competing for produce. 
To help consumers of all ages 
• stretch their food dollars without 
sacrificing quality, the following tips 
are offered by Zip-Pak Incorporated, 
manufacturers of ZIP-Pak resealable 
packaging for food. 
.Clip newspaper coUlmnS: Look 
for cents-off coupons and rebate 
offers in the food section of daily 
newspapers. Weekly specials are 
regularly announced in newspapers 
and supermarket circulars 
• Reduce Impulse buys: Plan a 
week's worth of balanced meals 
before shopping. Make a list of 
essentials and stick to itl 
• Compare unit price: Compare 
the cost of different brands and 
package sizes by/referring to the 
unit price, item cost by weight or 
volume. This price is posted on 
labels on the edge of store shelves, 
, make sure you're buying the freshest 
product available. Because many 
• marketers otate their stock and push 
older products towards helf fronts, 
particularly in the dairy case, select 
a product from the back of the shell 
• Check packaging: Food storage 
• is just as important as preparation. 
Select food items contained in con- 
venient and protective packaging. 
Unused portions of parishables such 
as cereal, hot dogs, cheese and 
potato chips in reseslable zippered 
packaging are better protected from 
spoilage. 
.Make substitutions: In order to 
stretch your financial and nutritional 
budget be prepared to make subatitu- 
tlons. Frozen fruit and vegetables 
may be less expensive than fresh 
produce during the winter months. 
Certain grades and cuts of beef 
(select, lean) may be lower in fat. 
Bread, muffins and cookies baked at 
home may be a better buy" than 
commercially baked products. 
accumulate $331,700 - -  a .. 
difference of nearly $Y7,000. C .S .  Wilkinson 
Non-cash CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT 
assets 
If you have a self-directed 
RRSP, you can contribute non- 
635-5307 
Member  of the Inst i tute of  • 
Char tered  Accountants of B.C. 
cash assets, and receive a tax 
• deduction of their value at the 
time of transfer. These can 
include any RRSP-eligible 
securities, such as Canada 
Savings Bonds, Canadian stocks 
or debt instruments, so long as 
their value does not exceed your 
RRSP contribution limit. Keep 
in mind, too, that/securities 
transferred to an RRSP arc 
considered to have been sold at 
their current market value - -  
which may trigger taxable 
capital gains. 
,! 
Providing Services in the following areas: 
~, Auditing 
~- Accounting 
v, Income Tax Consulting 
~- Management Consulting 
~- Data Processing 
#304 - 4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
t- 
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SATELLITE TV 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING 
CancomNaluevlei0n authorized ealer 
PRO-TECH IIIm-;[in 
I ~11 ~k~ r I I 
I ERING hi l l  I Nil 
( ,  Of V IS lO l  OF UlC iO i l  I I IOUSt l lZS  f rO . )  
Residential, Commercial and Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 4519 Lakelse, Terrace 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovatmns 
"'No Job too Small" 
Seniors l~ates 
3514 King Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
Malcolm Simons 
Ph. 635-7724 
Terrace 
Tree Trimming 
Will cut down any Keel ~ m~ 
"sa~eu¢, • ~l l / !  
EC. Certified Climber ~!~ 
$1,000,000 liability for your prb~cdon ~'~J p 
10% OFF TRIMMING " ~  
for February andMarchl l 
635-7400 ' - -  
GREENING TOURS LTD. 
CUSTOMIZ_ED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS 
2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 
Terrace British Columbia 
Canada V8G 4V2 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
Fax (604) 638-8991 
U 
Jack Beck 
PUBLISHED BY CLOSE UP 
BUSINESS SERVICES LTD, 
Sales Representative 
Tel (604) 635-7840 
• Fax (604) 635-7269 . 
• Residence (604) 635-2608 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, British Columbia 
V8G 1M7 
ACCURACY 
OBJECTIVITY 
INTEGRITY 
~ / , I .' 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8 :30-  10:30 dai ly  
2701 S. K~lum 635-6180 
West Coast ~~ 
Landscaping ~~~. 
DESIGN :--- INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL - -  RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING . SPRII~G cLJ:~,~N'UP 
= IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Jan Blake 
635-2572 
Terrace, B.C. 
~ . ouMMy L.((, 
" 5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 
"YOUR AUTHORIZED 
.LENNOX DEALER" 
• Heat ing  &. 
Air Condntion,ng 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy td. 
F 635.7158 
MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIOHT LAtIINMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 ~ 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL'No. 7550 ~e POWER PRODUCTS 
1635-2909, 4"6 :Gre igAve"  Ter race  
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Chslnsaws 
Snowmobiles, Medne Supplies 
TERRACE J#, EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~P- LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
SKEENA BELTING & 
RUBBER SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable -- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specioiize in conveyor bell 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638.8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 6~8,,066~ 
TERRACE LTD. 
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC c la ims  hand led  prompt ly  
• 638'- 2166 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS - SALES 
PIANO TUNING, 
~EGUL.ATION & REBUILDING 
Jose Coosemans 
4703 Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
CANADA V8G 2C4 
(604) 635-9275 
THE BODY SHOP 
Norm's Auto Refinishing Ltd. 
Collixion repair and paint centre 
4630 KEITH AVE. 
6 ~ ' ~ ~  TERRACE, B.C. 
. . . . . . .  FAX: 635-3081 
Ha/r ,,ave  
'o P_erm| We specialize In • Faekdl 
• ~mour etmlOM r&tm' shaves • Mmdcwee 
• Cumthl) Cuts and tlpqn, • 
• New Look Consultations • Waudng 
• Bndde & Up.do's • Helle 
• 635-5727 or 635-4555 
4646 Lakelee Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
~a¢~a~'s ~ur~eral ~er~ite~ 
& ~remat~ium ~tb. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
Phone (604) 635-2444 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
. James B. Westerman 
Doug MacFarland 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
LIFE m ~N!~RISES 
:ii! ii!iiiiii~i~i;iiii i i ;; ;!iil;NEW iiRO~F...~iii~;~;~iiREiPAiRSliiiii;iil;;;ii~iii~i;il; i ;  i i m." 
638-72i3 . 
'% True Northwest Company" 
EC #1051 638-0241 (24 Hrs.) 
Joffs Pbto Graphi  
Weddings John Rot:lets Custom Framing 
Portraits ~ Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings k .~ Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I P9 Res. 635-$544 
. . . .  " - ' 4 
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An out-of-town trip to Kitimat 
proved highly successful for the 
• Terrace Bluebacks swim club on 
the Jan. 25 weekend. 
• Terrace won the five-team 
event by amassing 701 points, 15 
morn than the host Kitimat Mar- 
lins (686) and more than 100 up 
on Prince Rupert Rapids (593). 
It was the Ear.can Invitational 
meet held at Sam Lindsay Memo- 
rial Pool. Also attending their first 
meet ever was the newly-orga- 
Bluebacks top contenders 
at Eurocan Invitational 
nized Bulkley Valley Otter Club Marcinkiewicz (PR), Arend 
of Smithers. They placed fourth Stamhuis (PR), Jason Kumpolt 
while the Masset squad wound up (Ter). 
last. Girls l0 under --- Amber 
The open meet attracted 156 Wuensche (Kit), Lindsey Eby 
competitors overall. (PR), Marina Checkley (TOO. 
Aggregate winners plus run- Boys 10 under - -  Adam 
nerups and third spots were as fol- Marcinkiewicz (PR), Dallas Bis- 
lows in order of f'mish: shopp (Kit), Nathan Kearly (Kit). 
Girls 8 under --- Sheena Bar- Girls l I  and IZ --- Kirsten 
tel (Kit), Jessie King (PR), Stacey Eby (PR), Tina Holland (Ter); 
Bartel (Kit). Candice Young (Kit). 
Boys 8 under - -  Chris Boys 11 and 12 - -  Garth Cox- 
P er ry Jr Ilk tops Ricard.oCabrai(Kit).f°rd (Ter), PaulP ovost  (PR), 
Gir ls  13 and 14 - -  Jocelyn nsp Coxford (Ter), Aimee Peac0ck 
Legion Be el Boys 13 and 14 - -  John 
Stamhuis (PR), Cory Holland 
The Jack Perry rink came out 
as the only unbeaten foursome at 
the annual Royal Canadian 
Legion's bonspiel at the Terrace 
Curling Club. 
After a win over Smithers' 
Glen Baker in the "A' semi-finals, 
Lady curlers 
set agenda 
The Jean Billing rink of Prince 
Rupert is once again set to repre- 
sent District Four in the B.C. 
Senior Ladies' Curling Champi- 
onships, which will be held in Ter- 
race starting next Monday at the 
Cuffing Club. 
She won the district title for 
:her umpteenth time during play- 
offs held at Prince Rupert on Jan. 
llth weekend. 
Billing, with third Selma Stan- 
tiring, second Velma Hauptman 
and lead Hilma Pylot, has a total 
of six appearances at the B.C.  
fmals. She won the title in 1984. 
Ten teams are competing in a: 
round-robin system for the B.C. 
crown, with the winner advancing 
Perry took on Bill Kawinsky and 
defeated him 8-3 to capture 'A' 
event. Kawinsky had downed 
Sandy Farkvam in the other semi- 
fmal. 
'B' event went to Kathy Simp- 
son with her 8-7 margin over John 
Evans. In the semis, Evans 
knocked off Dot Gomez of Prince 
Rupert while Simpson beat out 
Louise Radford. = 
(Ted. David V.anderlee (Te0. 
Senior girls - -  Denise Van- 
derlee (Ter); Tori Mackenzie 
(Ter), Tara Morris (Smi). 
Senior boys - -  Lee Encinas ZZZIIPPP! National Minor Hockey Week saw three days of 
(Kit), Mike Hegel (PR), Foster fast activity at the Terrace Arena. 
Robinson (PR). 
Skaters mark Minor Hockey..Week 
Terrace Minor Hockey cele- Drill, tennis ball hockey, pylon tie. Smiihers won game two 8-2. 
brated Minor Hockey Week from and ~tick show, tutor shooting, Thepeewee Reps took on the 
Henry'Ra~6t6} ~voff 'C'~6venL " the'24th to 27th 
He beat Gordon Oates 6-3 in the The events included penalty- 
final. In semi-final action, Rauter 
defeated Ray Flaberty while Oates 
knocked off Scotty McArthur. 
Forty-two finks from around 
the area took part his year. 
free hockey, shooting accuracy, 
bmakaway relay, rapid-tim goal- 
tending, hardest shot, fastest skater 
and mpid.f'ue shooting. 
Other skills included Montreal 
'team,relays, passing skills, course Tri-City Ladies All-Stars and 
skating (no puck), obstacle relay, managed to outscore the ladies 
goal screen, and others. 
They also hosted a few regular 
games, including the Midget Reps 
vs Smithers Midgets for a pair. 
The first game resulted in a 9-9 
7"5. 
The Bantam Reps went up 
against Terrace Timbermen Old- 
timers in their matchup. The Ban- 
tams came out on the short end of 
an 8-4 scorn. 
OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES - FEBRUARY 8 - 23, 1992 
PLEASE NOTE: THE 1992 WINTER OLYMPICS WILL AIR ON TV7, WJBK AND CBUFT (French) from February 8 to 23. 
Please ch~k Io~1 listings in Close Up mag~u~ine for exact times. 
I I 
r 
' ~  BoBsLED ~ O C K E Y  F IGURE SPEED 
• & LUGE SKATING SKATING 
Saturday 
8th 
Canada vs. France; 
CIS vs. Switz.; 
Czech. vs. Norway 
. 
ALPINE & 
MOGUL SKIING 
r 
NORDIC SKIING 
& BIATHLON 
I 
EXHIBITION 
BALLET/AERIAL' 
CURLIN G 
to national f inals at NipaWin, 
Saskatchewan in March. 
While hem for the week- 
long event, teams will be staying 
at the Northern Motor Inn. Mon- 
day'splans call for a team brief- 
ing plus two practice sessions, 
then a light supper• 
Opening ceremonies are Tues- 
day morning at nine o'clock. The 
first draw is 10 a.m., followed by 
draw two at 4 p.m. 
During die Tuesday break, an 
informal unch and photo session 
is set for one o'clock. 
Wednesday has two more 
draws at 10 a.m. lind 6 p.m. 
Draws five and six are Thurs- 
day at I0 and 4. Also planned is a 
Legion-sponsored luncheon, fol- 
• | • 
lowed by a skips meeting at three 
O'clock. 
Draws seven and eight are Fri- 
day s i lo  and 4. 
i: i ~ Sa~Y it's draw nine at 
9~0~dil~A ~, possible tie-breaker 
~W:~set  for 2 p.m. That night 
i t '~c l0s ing  banqueL 
Sunday 
9th 
Monday 
10th 
Tuesday 
11th 
Luge: 
Men's 
Singles 
l.uge: 
Men's 
Singles 
Luge: 
Women's 
Singles 
Finland vs. Germany; 
Italy vs. USA; 
Poland vs. Swede~ 
Canada vs. Switz.; 
CIS vs. Norway; 
Czech vs. France 
a i 
Rnland vs. Poland; 
Germany v~. USA; 
Italy vs. Sweden 
Pairs 
Originals 
Pairs 
Freestyle 
Women's 
3000 m 
Women's 
500rn 
Men's 
Downhill 
MelI's 
Combined 
Downhill 
I 
Men's • 
Combined 
Slalom 
t l 
XC: Women's 15 km 
Ski ;Jumping: 90 m 
XC: Men's 30 km 
I 
Ski Jumping: 90 m 
Nordic Comb; Biethlon: 
• ,.Women's 7.5 km • . , ,., 
I T 
Freestyle Ballet 
Skiing Heats 
Freestyle Ballet 
Skiing Finals 
i 
This schedule of .events for the ~ f~ _ 4 ~_  . f ib  
Olympic Winter Games is brought to you by:. 
• ~ 
• Canada's oldest Toyota dealership /// l j l ever 
errace V otors e  =TO2Oo T A
, . . . .  I i 
i m|  i 
i i  
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rl !:! ;:i/( :'" .-,Terrace,MotorsToyota, nn l f  =nt rv  h • 
~i;-: 4912Hwy. 16West, Terrace, B.C:. OL~9~! ~'.~:i :v l  ~:~ ,v  =- .  ~ = , ~,~ % / v  ~.4 , .  ,, I j r .  ~ • I=4 . . .  
: J :---4~-: ~ vet  : :i: . ;....:. ~ The 1992 Skeena Valley Golf assisted.by several. V.eaeran golfers Howard Pruner becom~ direc- 
• • t~3rs•fm~ ' John Taylor returning to second nine holes. ~ , Gieselman lieads :upthe ins ide:  
  - yOT.A  ii. ' I : . ': '. " "' At a meeting to set up elections vice;p~,sidcnt while.: Georg 9 ~ takes on the outsi,.dccommit~¢,.. , .... ~ .. . . .o~ '~s~moraom~ot~t~ m.  ::"--'::~: '.,: . : /,the chair as. president thisseason. Jake DeJong was named.as committee Wh!le J im Holland 
• in ]at¢ January, Taylorwas named lak~.6n thejobof  secre~a~.: Pant . Men'sand.ladies' club:capt=ins-~ 
!.,::•~.::-[_: . :. ,tore tumf0tanothcrycar. H~'llb¢ Bifflebecomcslreasurer; •. . . . .  .. amlanSmithandRhoadaF~kl~- 
. . . .  't : 1 ' ~:"~ : ': : ~'~ 'l :l':" :,': ' L"SE NO'E" The 1992 w;nter OlymPicswillalrOn---'~, " . . . ,~ , , , , , ,==_ ,  . . . .  • •, . . , . .  ,- ~s°n'And Brace' Catmthcrs" returns 
":.:":..i .,"_": ..":WJBKand.CBUFT (French) from February 8 to23. Please . : " " " '~" " • ' as dub manager. 
' i '~l i .~~.:: i .D~AY':  '"heckl°CallistingsillCE°Se Upmagaz ine f° rexa8t imes ' ' i  -F  BRUARY Th. ornhil, girls 
:Thetraditional procession of Olympic athletes.ushers in a new.era d i 
of c0mpetitionas the spectacular opening ceremonies welcome the w in  on  r oa  
world to Albertviile, France for the 16th Olympic Winter Games. Thomhill juaJor high school s 
• The-impact of dramatic; worldwide.political change~ .will be re- 
flected in these sporting events. The breakup of the Soviet Union is l 'A' basketball team had a success- 
bodnd toaffect medal distributionsince the formerSoviet republics 
of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania Will b el competing as independent 
countries fOY the first time in over 50 years; the remaining republics 
will compi3te:for ' the Commonwealth of Independent States. A uni- 
fied Germany is expected to be an Olyropic pqwerhouse; as they 
field: one tearn forthe first time since !964. The: fightinn in Yugo- 
slavia has led to uncertainty over that country's entry into theOlym- 
pics. " • " " 
Hockey is the only "competition of the day, with a strong Canadian 
te.am battling the host French team; Czechoslovakia clashes with 
Norway and in the final game of the day, the Commonwealth of.In- 
dependent States plays Switzerland. 
- FEBRUARY 9 
-The first full day• of Olympic competition begins with men's down- 
hill skiing from Val d'lsere. Wodd Cup champion Franz Heinzer Of 
Switzerland Is the favorite, but he will get plenty of competition 
from other highly regarded downhilJers, including Norway's A.tle 
Skaardal arid the UnitedStates' A.J. Kitt. 
Ski jumpers will soar over the town of Courche~/el in the 90"nieter 
competition. In the past, ~athletes'from Finland and Norway:have 
dominated this event; this timea worldwide:C6ntingent Ied'by: 
Austria, Switzerland and Japan has a legitimate shot at the gold. 
Women speed skaters make. their first appearance in the 3,000- 
meter contest. Emese Hunyady of Austria is one of the favorites, 
with competition coming from a very strong .German team. 
Coveragefor the day also includes the pairs original program 
portionof •figure skating, the ballet exhibition heats for freestyle 
skiing, men's luge and the women's 15-kilometer cross-country 
skiing event. In hockey, Italy faces the United States, Poland meets 
Sweden, and Finland battles Germany. 
/P  DAY 3. FEBRUARY 10 
The women's 500-meter speed skating trials and finals highlight 
the day's events, with a talented roster of participants including 
Germany's duo of Monique Garbrecht and Angela Hauck, both 
World Sprint champions. American Bonnie Blair, gold medal winner 
at Calgary in 1988, should also be near th.e top. 
In the men's luge, the United States will be in medal conteqtion 
with :Duncan Kennedy, Winner of the 1991 NYNEX Invitational at 
Lake Placid, N.Y. Germany's Georg Hackl and Jens Mueller, onetwo. 
finishers at the t988 games, will also be among the top corn = 
petitors, along with 1991 World Cup champion rvlarkus Prock of 
Austria and Italy's Arnold Huber. 
Other sch'eduled events include the me#s 30-,kilometer cross- 
country skiing, event, men's combined downhill and the balletfinals 
of me n's and women's freestyle skiing. Hockey matchups: the Com- 
monwealth of Independent States skates against Norway; Czecho- 
Slovakia meets France; Canada takes On Switzerland. 
B.uA.Y DAY 4- FE 11 
The essence of the Winter games is dramatized by the grace and 
beauty of the • pairs figure skating competition. Currerrt world cham- 
pions Natalla Mishkutenok and Artur Dmitriev ofthe c.0mmon- 
Wealth ofIndependent States,. and 1991,World Champmnships 
silver medalists isabelle Brasseur and Lloyd Eisler of Canada:hope a
Solid freestyle program will lead them.to gold. Bronze medalists 
Natasha Kuchiki and Todd Sand will tryto rebound from.a disap- 
pointing showing in the recent United States nationals. 
Also featured in the day's events isthe women's 7.5-kilometer 
biathlon. This firsttime Olympic event, which combinesCross- 
country skiing and rifle marksmanship, features United States 
champion P~trice Anderson and world champion Grete Ingeborg of 
Norway, - 
Other events: first, and second runs of the men's combined 
slalom; womeds luge; 90-meter ski ju'mping for the nordic'com- 
bined event. In hockey, Finland faces Poland, Germany meets the 
United States and Italy skates against Sweden. 
Terrace Curling Club is,hosting the Senior 
Ladies: ProvinCial Championship• Feb. 10 -15  
The draws are as follows: 
Tuesday; Feb.t1, 10:00 am and 4:00 pm 
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 10:00 am and 6:00 pm 
• Thursday, Feb. 13, I 0:00 am and'4:00 pm 
Friday, Feb. 14,: I 0:00 am and 4:00 pm 
Saturday, Feb. 15, 9:30 am and 
2:00 pm (tie breaker) 
The winning team advances to the CANADIAN 
SENIOR LADIES CHAMPIONSHIP in Nipawin, 
Sask. in March. Spectators are welcomed and 
encouraged to view some great curling! 
I 
ful trip to Houston for a foBr-tcam 
tournament on the Jan. 25 week- 
end.. . . . . .  
. They played ~ won all three- 
of their games andhad three $irls 
• named to the all-star squad. 
Thomhill began with a 60-19 
victory against Hazelton. Then 
they trounced the host Houston 
girls 50-10. In the championship 
match they downed Smithers 45-  
25. 
- Tannis Trottier, Erron Peacock 
and Autumn Richard won places 
on the atl-star team. 
This:past weekend saw them 
take in a tourney at Prince George. 
I 
Terrace Men's• Recreational Hockey League 
Dighton Haynes - 635-2925 ~ 
GAME SCORES - •  r ~ 
Jan. 23 
Jan, 25 
Jan. 26 
Jan. 26 
Jan. 28 
Jan. 28 
Jan. 29 
Jan; 29 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Skeena Hotel 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Terrace Timberman 
Back Eddy Pub 
Inn of the West 
Terrace Timberman 
Convoy Supply 
S 
" 
6 
6 
: 
3 
6 
• 5: ~ 
1 
/ . . 
Ske~na Hotel -: 1.. 
All Seasons ' " 2: 
RK, erside AutoWranglers . . . . .  -1 
Convoy Supply. 2 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 
Skeena Hotel 3 
Nodhem Motor inn Okies 1 
Riveiside Auto.Wranglers 1 
STANDINGS 
Recreational Division ' 
Precision Builders 
All Seasons 
Norm's Auto Refinishing . 
Skeena Hotel 
Inn of the West 
Back Eddy Pub 
Oldtimers Division 
TerraceTimberman " - .:: 
Riverside Auto Wranglers : 
Northern Motor Inn Okles 
Convoy Supply 
: GP 
27 
• 27"' 
27 
..... =' 28 
28 
• 28 
GP 
, ' 23  
28 
29 
29- 
W 
18~ 
.18• 
13 
13 
13 
8 
W 
14 
12 
11 
3 
;• . . .  
L T 
7' 2 
9 '  0 
10, 4 
13 2 
1:4 1 
17- 3 
GF GA PT~ 
146 102 38 
140 115 • 36 
139 : 110 30 
145 138 28• 
'12!7" 146 27 
115 127' 19 
L T GF 
6 3 113 
11 5 87 
15 3 87 
21 5 78 
GA PTS 
64 31 
101 29 
111 25 
- 163 11 
A complete persona l i zedAgency  4648 Lakdse  Ave., Terrace 
HOME--  LIFE-- FIRE 
BOAT-- BUSINESS 
. I 
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ThOrnh i l l  Communi ty :ChurCh '] " ' 
Sunday School: Pastor :  lanuary30 V. LeClerc, Terrace $501 ~ 
9:45 a.m. Ran Rocker  January 31. Winnie Coburn, Terrace , .~.- 
Church  Serv ice :  635:2761 , i 
11:00  a.m. " Office- 635-5058 February 1 ~ ' ' Eileen Brackenbury; Smithers .: 
• services at Thornhill C0mmunity Centre ~ " ~.:' ~ , 
. . . .  February 2 Vic Winthers. Lethbridge.'Alberta - ,  " 
-Prince ' Sacred  HeartCathol icChurch February 3 Murray Sadler, George: ' '" . '~ . ': ' 1 ,$50  . d: ~r.'~ ," . .  
MassT imes :  - Pas tor :  , ' ' " ' ' Saturday; 7:30p.m. Fr. Allan.F.Noonan February 4 J0hnBeddows,. Terrace ~ , ,.,~.$5~3 
; " ey  ' - Sundays: 9:00 a.m. " O,U~l. February 5 Shell Houston, Terrace " ' ~ " 
11:30a .m.  - • . . . .  ...... ,,.- I .,- - ,-, 
4830.Straume Avenue • ..-. 635-2313 
St, M_atthew'SAn_~lie~n Church 
' Ho ly  Euchar i s t :  Pr iest  in Charge :  
10 :00  a.m. Rev .  Peter Z immer  ,- 
Sunday  Schoo l :  
, - .  ,lO:OOa.m. : -  
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 ~ ] ~ O ~  
L ...... ' Your ¢0 get 
Christ Lutheran Church 
• . . Morn ing  Worsh ip  - 11 :30  a .m.  ~ - , - ' ~  
Sunday  Schoo l  : 10 :15  a .m.  " Pastor: Donald P. Bo is tad Terrace Transition House - -  Call us for support and The Pacific Northwest Music. Festival committee 
. . . .  information if you are. a victim of mental or: physical meets on the second Tuesday of every month.' New 
abuse. We're available 24, hours a day to women and members are always welcome. For further information 
3229 Sparks Street 635 '5520 t children. Phone 635-6447. phone. Jo at 638:6061. 
" [ 
The Alzhelmer: Support Group holds monthly Attention: Girls and Women - -  If you aminterested in. 
I Terrace Seventh'Day Adventist Church  informational meetings on the last Thursday of each . camping and outdoors, the home and family, community 
: ~ rnonth at 2 p.m; at Terraceview Lodge. New members service, and international experience, Girl Guides of 
Sabbath School: Pastor: are most welcome; For morn information, please call Canada may be. for you.'. For more Information, please 
- ' " Call (evenings):.Margaret. Cooper at 638-0609; or Kathy 
Saturday: 9:30.a.m. Ole Unruh - 635-7313 . Gillian at 635-3381. Davies= 638-1245; 
- Div ine  Serv ice :  P rayer  Meet ing :  Eve'ry Thursday evening Is Cribbage Night at • 
Saturday; 1-1:00:a.m.... Wed. 7:00 p.m Terracevlew Lodge from'7 to 9 p.m...Everyone in the The Terrace Women's Resource centre; .4542 Park 
3306 Griffiths. . 635-3232 f community s invited to drop in and .catch the. -,acti°n',.. ..., .. . A~e.,have .iSa 0penDrop.inMonday.. Cei~tr(~t° Friday,~ a comfortable',''12 n on to4 p.m.relaxedWe' 
" " ' . . . . . . . . .  Terrace Toastmasters - -  Do you find it difficult, to atmosphere for women to .come for help, share.ideas 
Eva ngehcal Free Church; prepare and give~a talk?,Turn.to-Toastmast~, rs for:,he p. and express themselves..we can,-be reached at. 638- 
Meetings are the first and third i;U'~)sday 0f-~ach month 0228. " 
• Sunday School: Pastor:- at the Inn of the West at 7:30 p.m.For information, 
, (for all ages)9:45 a,m. W.E, ~ Glasspell contact IreneBlackstone.. at 635:2845. ThefourthKInettewednesdayClUb of TerraCeof everymeetSmonth.°n the secondFor moreand 
- Sunday Services: Prayer Meet!ng: COFFEEBREAK, a women's community bible study, information, call Pat Waddeli at 638,1726. 
• 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. i meets Wednesdays from 9:30 to 11 a.m. We offer free . . . . .  
. ~ 3302 Sparks Street 635-5115 I child care, a story hour program for three- t() five-year- The K-otto Club ladles meet on the third Wednesday of. 
aids, an opportunity to meet new friends, small group every month. Please call Shells Crampton'.at 635-4435 
discussions over a cup of. coffee, There's a place for you for further information. 
with Us - -  join usl At the Terrace Christian Reformed " Terrace Full Gospel Christian-Fellowship Church on the corner o;f Sparks and Straume. The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary meets on the. 
- - " third Monday of.every month (except July and August) 
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m. & 6'.30 p.m. ,The Terrace Friends and Families of Schizophrenics at 8:15 p.m. in the board room of Mills Memorial 
Pastor: i meet on the third Tuesday of themonth at 7:30 p.m. at Hospital. All members are urged to attend. New 
MikeRosenau i the Psych .conference room at Mills Memorial Hospital.. imerhbers are always welcomell 
638-1270 ' i Please call 638-3325 for further information. • . . . .  
3222 Munroe Street 638,8384 . . . .  . The Ladles' Auxiliary, Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 
-. The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets .every 13, Terrace, meets.on the first Tuasdayof every month 
• Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior Secondary at 8 p.m. at the Leglonfrom September. to June, New 
School in the cafeteria. Anyone interested in playing members welcon~e, phone.635'6038. For. catering, 
Knox United Church  p lease ,  contact Ellen Smith at 635-4096or May phone 635-3955. 
Sunday Worship: E l i zabeth  McFarland at 635-2875. Eve~one welcome, The Terra©e Badmlnton Club meets Tuesdays and 
, 10:30 a,m. Starkey Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular monthly Thursdays from 8 to I0 p,m, and on Sundays from 7:30 
> 'Sunday School:  Youth Group: imeetihgs at the Ukrainian Hall, 4600 block Walsh, to 9:30 p.m. at Thomhill .Junior:Secondary. School.' For 
• '.,~ 10:30 a.m. 7:00 p~m. Terrace, every second and fourth Wednesday at 8 p.m. " further information, call. Diane Coy at 635:3564. 
• " 4907 Lazel leAve. 635-6014 , you are interested in joining our'fraternity, please -. " ' contact 635-2794 or 638-0674. Gay.ihformatlon line - -  Please. phone. 638,1256 from- 
-- .-. " 7to lip.re. 
- , ' Oddfellow$ Lodge hold meetings every second and ' ' Terrace Pentecostal Assembly fourth Monday at the Ukrainian Hall, 4600 block walsh, TerraCelKitimat Singles meet every,Toesday at 7 p.m. 
• - ' Terrace. Contact 635-3995 or 635-2956 if you wish at Mr.. Mike's. For further information, phone 635-3238 
Sunday School:  9:30 a.m. Pastor: membership information, or 632-3547. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a,m. John Caplin 
~ "  Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. Associate Pastor: "the TerraCe Tennis Club has club nights at the Kalum Pioneer Kids' Club (for children ages six to nine) and 
" ., " " .Cliff Siebert Street courts (April to 'October) on Tuesdays, Thurs- Junior Youth.Group (for youth ages 10 to 12) meet 
~ 3511 Eby Street 635-2434 days and Sundays. For further information, please every Wednesday from 6:30 to8 p.m. at the Terrace 
[ . phone 635-2347 or 638-1514. Pentecostal Assemblyi 3511 Eby Street. PleaSe phone 
• • • 635:2434 form0re.infoFnation, 
Ter race  Minor  Hockey  is looking for coaches, " • i iii The A l l i ance  Church managers, division heads, and ieferees for 'th'() 'r'!; i'CryStld'8 PlaCel 4604 Clan Ave, Fridays from 3:30 to • ' from 1 to 5 p.m. This is a drop-in. 
":, . . . .  " - Morning Service: 9:15 &! 1 i00 a.m. Sandy Marshall at  635-7623 evenings. " . ," r centre foi" teens and young adults. Phone.,635.5450 or ;~ ~i ! ~ : i ,  Family. Bible School: 6!0  t)~ .- i Upcoming e son. Those interested should phone 11 p.m. and Saturda s 
........ ' . . . .  635:2434 for furtherinformation.. • ' 
;:, .Weekly: Bible studies & Children Nouth Activities Temce Contract Brldge'Club plays the first and. third 
~;;, . Pas tors :  Jake Thiessen & Doug Ginn Thursday of each month at the Legion from odober to Please, assist the le~ fortunate of Terrace. The Anti" 
~ i4923 Agar Ave.  635-7725 or 635-7727 Ap~L Please contact Mary at 635-2977 or Rolande at Poverty Group Society is. receMng donations from. 
,. . 635-4374. Come and have a fun night with usl - people'.of good will so that theymay, continue helping 
~:~ , - . . . . .  ,.. .._ . . disadvantaged pe0ple~ Send.your contribution to 
~: ' ' • ' The  Skeena Squares .  Dance Club meets .Mondays. treasurer JOsephine Buck,-200-472! Lazelle Ave., 
N?" - - "  '" . i'.i~: ~: Chr i s t ian  , Re formed Church  from 7:30 to 10 p.m: for square"dancing at the Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3~ Phone 635:4631 
Carpenters' Hall on Sparks St. For more information, 
~:' i ~ Sunday Services: Pastor: call Bey.Greening at 635-7868. Kermode Fden~llhlp Centre on Kalum Street; Fun Fit. 
" " " ." 1:0i00 [t~Ph."& 6:30  p.m. PeterS Iuys -635-2621 ~ , . Nits Mondays and Wednesdays.at S p.m.  (upstairs),, 
• ~- co f fee  Break, Ladles. Bible Study- The Parents,: Ad.Vlsory Colmmlttee meets the third educational alcohol and drug videos Wednesdays'= 7" 
,- ' ~ern~"  . . . . . .  r -.May, 9:30 a .m: to  11:00 a.m.,. Wednesday of every month at 7'.30 p.m. at Skeena p.m. (downstairs). Both programsare free. Everyone 
i ~ ; ~2  S~rks  635-7207 Junior Secondary School~ All parents/guardians are welcome. Phone 635-4906 Monday to Thursday from 
welcome. . .. 8:30 a.m. to.4:30 p.m. and on Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4 
i i p.m. 
i 
i " "i • ', • 
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TERRACE LITTLE 
i}ERRE F:'FEEENTS 
ALAN AYCK URN'S 
Hff.C OMEDY 
THE NORM/~ CONQUESTS 
DIRECTED BY 
IEN lViORTON 
LIVING TOGETHER W~H " "  
MARIANNE BRORUP WESTON 
AUSON THOMSON • 
HENNING • RAY MORDAN 
JOHN McGOWAN AND ALAN 
WESTON ~s NORMAN 
'"°'"=t~ GORDON OATES 
'" °'"|V BRIAN SL~,TER "~ 
FEBRUARY 6,7,8& 
13,14,15o8 PM.M cCO L L 
PLAYHOUSE .,..,,"" , , ,u. 
" " ' " ' "  $10 
.mJEANS .tnD'rus x,,., l~ lun / I ]  Id A L t 
& BANK OF MONTREAL 
k •"  
• . ' .  I I  
:+ 
This com.munity theatqLposter has been created in full 
co,our using the uanon~ Lase¢opier ;". 
COLOUR PHOTOCOPIES IN MERE 
SECONDS! sp . . .  I~inte=, Terrace 
%" 
WESTAR TIMBER LTD 
• (Northwest Operations) COMMISSION 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS AND INTERVIEWS 
Mr. Garth Langford of West Vancouver, B.C. and Mr. George Watts of Port Albem~ B.C. have been appointed as 
Commissioners of the Westar 77tuber Ltd. (Northwest Operations) Commission 
The Term= ef Reference for the Commission are as follows: 
1_ To examine the forest tenures, conversion facilities (including the Carnaby and Kitwanga Sawmills and the whole log 
chipping plant at New Haze/ton) and other associated assets of Westar Timber Ltd. in the Hazelton Kitwanga rea and to 
make recommendations to the Minister of Forests concerning possible options for the sale of the northwest operations 
of Weetar Timber Ltd. and the transfer of the associated forest tenures. 
2 To consider the following factors in making its recommendations on possible options for the transfer of forest 
t~nures: 
a) timber supply and profile; 
b) timber conversion capacity; 
e) aboriginal interests; 
d) wood requirements for converalon facilities of other companies and 
the interests of communities associated with those requirements. 
To consider the following Objectives of the Provincial government in making its recommendations on possible 
options for the sale of operations or the transfer of forest tenures: 
a)to establish and maintain viable operations and a competitive forest 
industry' Consistent with available timber resources; 
b) to promote long term community stability in the Kitwanga Haze/ton area 
and the Northwest of the Province generally; 
c) to increase involvement of aSodginal people in the forest sector 
of the economy;, 
d) to maintain a sustainable forest management regime. •, 
The Commissioners will be conducting public hearings and individual interviews (scheduled by appointment) in Hazel- 
ton and Kitwanga as follows: 
¢D Friday, February 7,1092: 
• ® Saturday, February 8, 1992: 
® Sunday' FebruaJlf g ,1~2:  
® Monde, February 10, 1992: 
Interviews by appointment. I-IAZELTOM 
Public Hearing (open) starting at 9:30 a.m. 
Gitanmaax Hall, Highway 62, HAZELTON 
Interviews by appointment. FIAZELTOM 
a) Interviews by appointment. KITWANGA 
, . . . ,  , 
• b) Public Hearing (open) starting at 1:00 p.m. 
• Gitwangak Hall, KI.TWANGA 
The Commissioners invite any and all interested individuals, organizations, compani.es and businesses to present submis- 
sions either verbally or in writing at the public meetings or in an individual intervmw. Advance notice of submission is 
requested ifpgnibb, but is not required. . * 
For further information or to apply for an appointment for an interview bme, please contact Angela Wesley in Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: f~S-17f/or FAX: ~8-0700. 
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Music f-estival . . . . .  
entries now 
over 1,200 
Contrlb~ed by will be the dance competitions. 
Lael McKeown The second week brings Us senior 
The Pacific Northwest Music piano, voice, music theatre and 
Festival promises race again to be choirs. 
an. exciting Venue for young musi- 
cians in the area. Entries are up 
this year to 1,226, with 4,870 par- 
ticipants taking part from the 
Northwest to as far away as Ft. SL 
John. 
There will be 290 speech art 
entries, 167 instrumental, 442 
piano, 121 choral and vocal, 141 
dance and 58 bands, as well as 
seven original compositions. 
Music Festival this year will be 
held March 30 through April 11. 
In the first week of the festival 
there will be junior piano, speech 
arts, and choral speaking. The • 
band competition will be held on 
Competition will culminate his 
year Thursday, April 9 (rather than 
the usual Friday) when competi- 
tors who have xcelled throughout 
the festival are cl~sen to compete 
for three major scholarships as 
well as invitations to compete in 
the provincial music festivaL 
The Gala Performance will be 
held Saturday, April 11. This is 
the night we honour all our award 
winners and in tuzn are entertained 
by a cross-section f all the disci- 
plines represented. 
The festival committee hopes 
that you will join us in supporting 
the weekend of April 3 - 5 with our young people - -not just sup- 
instrumental competitions on the port, but enjoy two weeks of their 
2nd and 6th. Also on this weekend wonderful talent. 
SHAMES 
Ski Til s 
by Tim Foster 
Skier Services director 
Big-Bad Bumps • . . . .  
Mogul runs are rarely a series of perfectly Spaced 
bumps. And yet, if you want to ski bumps in control, 
you must follow a rhythmical turning pattern. 
Think of each mogul (or bump) as a stair in a staircase, 
and you're going to walk right down1 If there happens to 
be a space, then continue down those stairs by making a 
quick turn. 
This extra turn allows you to take on the next mogul 
without having gained excessive speed. This is the key 
to maintaining a balanced body position and 
uninterrupted rhythm in an otherwise awkward situation' 
Putting this all together may take some time and 
practise. Galloway's is a good run to practise on. These 
tips will goa longway to improving your skiing ability. 
SNOWPHONE -= for up-to-the-minute snow and 
weather conditions at Shames, oUt-of-town , call toll-free 
1-800.663.8300, Terrace skiers, call 638.8SK1 (638- 
8754).For registration in the Skier Development 
programs, call 635-3773. 
Watch for the Sweetheart Deals On Valentine's Day 
(Feb.14) and President's Day (Feb.17) at Shames 
Mountain. 
REALTY,WORLD 
Skeena Mall 
phone 638-0268 
REALTY WORLD" Supporters of. 
• ~ ~ r S  I/~¢~w~x: Shames Mountain 
- I  
f 
i 
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TLT production to honour 
theatre/over Bruce McColl 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
group has decided that their 
production of The Norman Con- 
quests Living Together, opening 
Feb. 6, will be dedicated to the 
memory of Justice Bruce Holt 
McColI. 
until he left Terrace permanently 
to practice law in Vancouver. 
Bruce retained alifetime inter- 
est in community theatre. When 
he was an arbitrator and 
travelling extensively throughout 
Bruce McColl died from spinal B.C., 
cancer at Lions Gate Hospital in 
North Vancouver on November 
15, 1991. He was a member of 
the founding family of the Ter- 
race Little Theatre and was a 
member of the cast of the TLT's 
first production, Father of the 
Bride. That production opened in 
the old Terrace Civic Centre 
(where the curling rink is now) 
in the fall of 1953. The show 
Alberta and Yukon, he 
would always ask in each com- 
munity, "Do you have__a Little 
Theatre?" If they did, that's 
where he would go for entertain- 
ment in the evenings. 
Bruce and his wife Elizabeth 
have been Alan Ayckbourne fans 
for many years. The Norman 
Conquests remained one of his 
favourite shows. He and Eliza- 
beth saw all three shows done 
both in England and in Canada. 
wasdirected by his mother 
Loreen McColl and starred his 
father, Bud McColl. His brother 
Robin McColl also had a small 
part. 
'/'he Terrace Little Theatre was 
part of his life from that time 
TEFt &_CE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
The Annual General Meeting of the 
Terrace Public Library Association will 
,..About-the playwright 
Prolific English playwright Alan Ayckbourn, the author of 
the Terrace Little Theatre's The Norman Conquests Living 
Together, began his career as an actor, became a producer of 
radio drama and then, in 1970, artistic director of the Stephen 
Joseph.Theatre in Scarborough, Ontario. The Stephen Joseph 
Theatre has staged all of Ayckbourn's plays and has a bistro 
and bar named after his very first - -  The Square Cat. 
Ayckbourn's our farces about middle-class anxiety and 
neurosis have enjoyed an extraordinary vogue in the English 
theatre since Relatively Speaking transferred from Scarborough 
to London in 1967. Outstanding "among his plays are Howthe 
Other Half Loves (1969), Absurd Person Singular :(1972), . . . .  
Bedroom Farce.(1975) and Joking Apart (1978). The Norman 
Conquests trilogy was written in 1973 and has been perfo,rmed 
in London, •England, New York, Vancouver, WhiteRock.., and 
now, Terrace. 
I Future holds road trips, 
be held on Thursday, Febma~ 20, 1992 
¢xt 7:00 p.m. zn the l ibrary  meet ing  room. I bingo for Little Theat re  
Elections to the Board of Trustees will 
take place and nominations for these 
positions will be accepted from the floor. 
Light refreshments will be served. 
-Northwest Arts And 
Contributed by Alan 
Weston, president, 
Terrace Little Theatre 
Our 1991-92 seasonwas uc- 
cessfully launched last fall with 
Hooters, under the direction of 
Gordon gates. Now, we follow 
with another comedy, Norman 
The Terrace Little Theatre is 
also planning some activities to 
stimulate active participation in 
our organization by members 
who might not be ready for the 
big stagel We "hope to provide 
opportunities for upcoming 
directors and actors to acquire 
Conquests Living Together, skills through evening scene Ca|eltdar dl~cted by Ken Morton. Living development workshops. Entertainment = Together debuts tomorrow, Feb. Our.  finance cOmmittee is 
.6 ,  at the McC.oll Playhouse. geanng up for fund-raising and 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
• Feb. 8, 8 p.m. --Snickers Comedy Show 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
• 16th annual Big Band Dance, sponsored by Terrace and Thornhill 
Band Parents' associations '~' 
The Terrace Inn 
• Gigrs - until Feb. 8, For Crying Out Loud , 
Northern Motor inn, George's Pub 
• , . . . ,  L . 
• Thru  to Feb. 15 - -  Long Gone . ....... :* 
Thornhill Neighbourhood Pub -. .,,~ 
• Sundays, 7 p.m. - -  Crib tourneys -'~• ~,~ 
• Watch for weekend entertainment in the near future 
Bavarian Inn 
• Feb. 29-  Fasching and Leap Year Dine and Dance 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
• Feb. 7 - -S teak  Night and "Scary Okie" .. 
• Feb. 7 and 8 - -  music by Jack of Clubs :'~ ..... 
• Every • Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday - -  Darts 
• Every Monday - -  Cribbage 7:30 p.m. i :~: 
• Every second Thursday - -  Bridge 7:30 p.m. . . . i i  
McColl Playhouse 
• Feb. 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15 - -  Norman Conquests' Uving Together, 
directed by Ken Morton 
Inn of the West 
• Feb.11, 7 p.m. - -  Fashion Show by Class Act Consignments; 
door  prizes, entertainment, refreshments 
Arena Banquet Room 
• Feb.15- -  Low Budget Blooze Band, sponsored by Northwest Development 
and Terrace District Teachers' Union 
} 
This Column Sponsored By: 
. . . .  Nofihef/l [i ~/' I f '  i B I  I l l  J I I~  LAm~I -  
The cast..~and crew of Living 
Together will be travelling to 
Smithers the weekend of March 
21 to participate in the Skeena 
Zone .Drama Festival, hosted bY 
theB~Ikley Valley Players. We 
encourage you to join us at 
Festival if you plan to be in 
Smithers during Spring Break. 
. , . . ,% 
. .  : . .  
• : ' : '~  " "  
%. , . . , ,  
' : . ,  ' ' i . :  
our bi-wcckly bingo revenues 
are giving us a good head start 
towards building a new theatre 
on the property north of the 
McColl Playhouse. If you have 
any expertise in raising large 
amounts of capital, please con, 
tact Gordon Gates, chairman of 
the finance committee. 
ii ~ : 
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All c lass i f ied  and  c lass i f ied  d i sp lay  
ads must be prepa id  by  either cash, 
Visa or M,utercurd, except for es- 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
e;,rd number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CI,ASSIFIED AJ)S 
10 a.m. Tuesda X
DEADLINE FOR CLASSI~rlED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tionalWord per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per imertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
sd FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Say- 
• ings of $4.50 or more. Prepuyment 
on~ r .
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
Use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch.  
.Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments hould~ he read on the first 
publication da~,. We are noi'respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: It is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
*the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect i em only. 
and there will be no.liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
Terracevlew Lodoe - Terrace. B.C. 
SOLE CHARGE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 
A full time Iocum Occupational Therapist is required to provide 
service for residents of this76 bed Mu!ti-leve ! Long Term Care 
Facility. 
The position involves management of the Activity Department o 
plan, implement and evaluate a comprehensive program of activities 
for both intermediate and extended care patients. The therapist 
assigns and supervises a staff of 3 activity workers, and participates 
as a team member in resident assessment and care planning. 
This 15 month Iocum position is available immediately, with the 
possibility of it becoming a permanent position in April 1993. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Graduation from an approved school of occupational therapy; 
eligibility for membership in Canadian Association of Occupational 
Therapist; experience in supervisory/leadership roles and/or Long 
Term Care is an asset. Competitive salary and benefits package. 
Apply to: Doris Mitchell 
Director of Residential Care 
Terraceview Lodge 
4103 Sparks Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5(39 
Phone: 635-0223 
I I 
" , PHYSIOTHERAPIST 
• Terra coview Lodge, a 76 bed MuIt!-Ievel Long Term Care Facility 
requires a Physictherapist fol;8 h0urs per week. 
Duties include assessment of Residents, treatment of acute and 
chronic conditions, and program planning. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Graduation from an approved school of physiotherapy; eligibility 
for membership in Association of Physiotherapy and Massage 
Practitioners of British Columbia; experience in geriatrics an asset. 
Interested applicants wishing to apply, please contact: 
Dods Mitchell 
Director of Residential Care 
Terraceview Lodge 
4103 Sparks Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5G9 
Phone: 635-0223 
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 88 (Terrace) 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK 
Appl icat ions  are inv i ted  for a permanent ,  par t - t ime 
Accounts  Payable Clerk in the District Board Office.' Some 
payroll duties will be requi red:  
We are seek ing  an  energet i c  ind iv idual  who  has  the 
following qualifications: 
Complet ion  of  Grade  12 and  some fo rmal  post  
secondary accounting training 
.~  Cur rent  exper ience  in a computer i zed  accounts  
payab le /payro l l  env i ronment  w i th in  a h igh  vo lume 
organization -. 
~ Excellent keyboarding skills and a typing speed of at 
least 60 w.p.m. 
Neatness, accuracy and the ability to deal tactfully with 
others Is essential. 
This is a union position with a salary range of $13.93 to 
$15.83 per hour. 
App l i ca t ions ,  complete  w i th  resume and  le t te rs  of 
reference should be received by Wednesday, February 121h 
addressed to: 
Assistant 
Secretary Treasurer 
School District No. 88 
(Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
Full-time work available for log-building 
construction with Lussier Log Homes Ltd. 
Must have two years power saw experience, 
very good physical shape, own transportation. 
Tools not required. Starting •wage, $10 to $14 
per hour. Serious inquiries only please. 
Phone Pierre at 635-7400 
between 7 and 9 p.m. 
t 
j 
! 
.f 
Mr. & Mrs..Dennis Booth are 
pleased to announce the engagement 
-of their daughter Denise Ann Bootl  
to Mr. To-dd Ricj ard Broughton, 
..... so n of Mr. & Mrs. Russ ef[ 
Broughton of terrace, B.C. 
i 
EXPERIENCED 
HAIRDRESSERS WANTED 
Jon's Hairstyllng requires 
one full-time and and one 
part-time hairdresser. Should 
be able to work with a mini- 
mum'amount of supervision. 
Call 835-7737. 
Full time ~ppsltlon for _ 
Certif ied Dental  
Ass istant .  
Send resume to: , 
Dr. ]Eric Gtmtanen 
10 - 4846 Park Avenue,  
Te <rra©e, B.C., VaG lV4  
or Phone:  635-9065 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY with 
growing dalivery business. Must have 
dependable vehicle. Will train and 
supply C.B. Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any age over 19. Phone 
638-8393. ttr~ 
WANTED --Forty overweight people 
to lose 10 to 25 pounds per month. 
100 percent natural, doctor-recom- 
mended. We pay you. Serious callers 
only. Phone 533-5576. 2/12p 
NEEDED - -  Telephone sales people 
Mondayto Fdday, 4:30 to 8:30 p.m, 
Hourly rate of pay. Nso needed, peo- 
ple for light delivery. Must have own 
car. Hours day anger evening. Excel- 
lent rate of pay. Phone Bill at 635- 
6681 any lime. 2/12p 
Executive Producer 
Broadcast Operations 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
Northern Native Broadcasting is one of the 
youngest Native communications groups in 
Canada. During the coming years this 
society will become one of the leaders in 
Native communications. 
We are looking for candidates for the 
position of Executive Producer with the 
B.C. Native Communications Society -
Northern Broadcasting based in Terrace. 
British Columbia. 
The position will be both challenging and 
rewarding for an individual dedicated to a 
broadcasting career. The executive 
producer will play • a key role in the 
development of this young and dynamic 
organization. One of the key tasks of the 
position will be to help in the development 
of satellite radio programming for a 
culturally diverse audience. 
The successful candidate must have 
experience in all aspects of radio 
broadcasting and a strong employment 
performance r cord. Experience in 
television production isan asset. The 
Executive Producer will be familiar with 
the culture and political issues of Native 
people in B.C. and Canada. 
The successful candidate for Executive 
Producers position will be an experienced 
broadcaster, with excellent interpersonal 
skills and a strong management sense as a 
program and news director. 
Northern Native Broadcasting is located in 
Terrace, B.C.. a community of 20,000 that 
is very attractive in its mountainous 
environs, mild weather and the 
recreational, educational and lifestyle 
opportunities it presents to it$ residents. 
ff you are interested in this position please 
send a complete resume, covering letter 
and audio resume to: 
Mr. Ray Jones 
General Manager 
Northern Native 
Broadcasting, 
Box 1090, 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG IS6 
Closing Date: February 14. 1992 
Start Date: March 2, 1992 
Salary: Negotiable 
6 month Probationary Period 
"4" 
:4  
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CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
l x |  
c.,ume, r' 
l x | , l x l ,  l x l0  
* Rough 
* Plain 
• Timbers 
* 8earns 
* Rotnd 
Fence Posts 
• Other 
Fencing 
Material 
* C•d i r  
, Pine 
l x4  lx6  . . . . . . .  • Co l tontood  
|X4. or  x§. o r .xa . . . *Ceda~ & SPF 
FLOORING ~t  
• lx3  . . . . . . . .  Hemlock 
Competative Prices! 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box? 
• Haze l ton .  B .C .  842-5660 
N m M  roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
Aluminum ixlnllng pla~s, 24"x36", 25 
' cenls each. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
Household goods--- brown couchl 
$35; toastor oven, $30; Phone 
635-4810. 2/25p 
1978 Chawolat Monte Carlo, excal- 
~lent condition. For more information. 
i i ~ phone 635-2408. . 2/19p 
Now you can hive Satell~ TV at vir- 
tually the same price as cable. Corn- " 
i~! $2,599.50 or $64,99 per month O.A.C. 
plate STAR TRAK 8 package 
!i '::! i: Affordable Satellite Systems. Call 
i! I 62 .199 .624-2875. -  2/5p 
20-1/2 ft. tandem axle Rustler travel 
~I[i trailer. Fully loaded, in excollant coedi- 
lion. Must be seen to be appreciated. 
$7,200. Please call 635-2804 after 6 
p.m. 2/12p 
:1991 Ford F2S0 4x4, 500-6 cyl., 5- 
speed, overdrive, air conditioning, 
Cruise control, tilt, AlVl/FM stereo cas- 
sette, etc., 4,300 kms, absolutely as 
new. Huge savings. $17,000. Phone 
635-5567. " 2/5c 
Rye hp snowblower, motor rebuilt. 
Asking $350. 1981 23-ft. Sangster on 
tandem trailer, 140 hours on rebuilt 
motor and leg, radio and depth 
sounder. Asking $15,000. Phone 
635-2127. 2/12p 
Landscaped lot on Kerby Street. 
Double, garage and fenced. Phone 
635-2127. - 2/12p 
Kirby: featuring New Generation III. 
No obligation presentation. For sup- 
plies, service, warranty all models, 
.telephone Dianne Rowe in Terrace at 
i 638-1349. 2/19p 
. Ho,da generator, 1500 watt, good 
condition, seldom used. $700 OBO. 
Phone ~ alter 5 p.m. 
• 2/12p 
Mobile vending unit --contains 
three deep ~ers, fddge, grill, hot and 
(,~4d wator and bathroom. Ucensed for 
business. Phone 635.4179 for infor- 
radon. 2/19p 
544,950, 988 and 980 loaders (will 
also rent); 1213 crusher complete; 740 
C .~ grader with snow wing; 455 
track k,,~; four ba~PJx~s; ~.  End 
double drop Iowbeds; several cusp 
tnx:ks, ~actm' and I~ly dumps. Gall,, ~_¢ 
at ! 493-6791. - 
im j~,n ~ 310A backhoe, A-1 
sh=pe, low hours. $t7,500 OBO. 
Hobby larm for sale - -  12-1/2 acres One.bedroom apartment, completely 
on Bomite Mountain Rd. at Kleanza. renovated, available •immediately. 
Includes: 1992 14x70 mobile home Phone 638-1496. 2/51) 
with 12x36 addition; 32x80 Ihree-bay 
shop; 28x56 lean-to shed; spring well One-bedroom unit in Thomhill. $390 
water; septic and hydro; 10 minutes per ~onth. Available Fob. 1, 1992. 
from town; million dollar view; school Phone 635-4453. 2/51) 
bus service. For more information, call 
635-72'35. 2/261) 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
1100 sq. ft. off,Ce building 
with 2 bathrooms, natural 
gas heat and air condition- 
ing. Phone 635-2411 ask for 
John or Marilyn. 
MINI-STORAGE UNITS 
AVAILABLE 
Reasonable rates. 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. ~e  hours 
for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as for 
lows: 
Mond~ from 9 to 11 ~.m. 
Kalum Family Day Care has openings. 
Fenced yard, pets and toys. Ages newborn 
~o 12 years. Full-lime, part-time or dmpin 
available. Phone 638-8429 or 638-6398. 
tf~ 
Home child owe with a difference -- Funl 
Stop/times, arts and crafts, e~ Have valid 
first aid ticket. Pre.schoolers, Infants wel. 
came. Monday ~o Friday, 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
(no weekends). Phone 635-6269. 
2/26p 
Z •  m,~t.O.VJ,~ t h e only Melaphysicol Centre in the area and 
I =C.O_YB 
3611 COTrONWOOD 
635-7776 NIRVANA 
Donna's 40/ 
Love 
Vicki, Paula, Jennifer 
and Family & Friends! 
Thursdays from 10 i.m. to 12 noon 
The Cupboard is located in the Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kaium Street. Emergen- 
-- r --'--Pron~dles cy inquiries can be made in between Old Bridge - service hours at the following numbers: 
635"5350 635-2122 or 635-7941. tfn 
• 
BCYCNA 
BRllSH 
COLUMBIA 
ANDYUKON 
COMMUNmt 
NEWSPAPB~ 
ASaOGIA'nON 242 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and reachmore than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
for25 
$195 - 
~.70each ad~lonalwofd 
T 
:~:~ AUTOMOTIVE : BUSlNF.mOPPOmrUNmD EDUCATION OARDEmI~ ! - r PERSOkAL 
Engines rebuilt for oars & ] OPENING B.O.! Build your FREE career guide to home- ONE ST~HOUSE WOULD YOU UKE to corre. 
~uoks. 6 0)4. from $995, B ! dynamic business as Man- study correspondence Di- SHOP, B.C. Greenhouse spondwithunattachedOlMs- 
Oil. from $1095. 5 Year or oger or Consultant selling ploma courses. Ao0ounting, Builders Ltd. 7426 I-ledley tlan people across Canada; 
100,000 Km Iimiteclwmmnty. women's fashions thru home AJmonditioning, Bookkeeping, Ave.,Burnaby, B.O. V5E2R1. all denominations, all nation- 
Bond Mechanical 872-0641 parties. Great Incomel Ex- Business, Cosmetology, FREE BROCHURE alllies, for compenionshlp or 
8-7p.m,7clays. Toll-free!- tiring Tdpl Self.Motivetedl Electronics, Logal/Medic~l AlumlnumlGless or marriage? Ashgreve, p.o. 
800.863-2521. . Coll~t (204)253-4980. secretery, psych01ogy, lxavel. Aluminum//~ltaSDP. Dou- Box 205B, Chase, B.C. V0E 
Granton (5A)-263 Adelaido ble-walladGREENHOUSES, 1M0. 
BUILDINGSUPPLM ForLease-FuIlyequlppad3- Weal, Toronto. 1-800-950- Solariums and complete line HERPES-IntroductionServ- 
DOORSI WlNDOWSI Inte- Bey service station in beauti- 1972. EQUIPMENT ofGreenhouso/¢cossedes. IseDiscreetandprofessional. 
ful Shuswap. Excellent op- Telephone (604)433-4220 Call: Progressive Relations dorandextedorwood, metal portunity for amb!tious Ii- 
and French doors, wood win- Fax 433-1285. (604)299-0922 Mon-Fd 9:30- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call ceased automotive me- PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES 4 p.m. REN.ESTATE 
collect to WALKER DOOR chanio. For moreinfo phone LTD. (EST 1972). Dozens  HELPWANIEI) 
and WINDOW in Vancouver (504)836-2418. geod, usedFoddiftaavallable. Sires 1978We'vebeenOanw 
at(604)266-1101. DealereWanted.EpoxyStone [.P,C-,as, DleseI, Ele~tc. We da's #1 display wholesaler. PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
BIJ~INESSOPPORTUNmES Floor Covednge/Epoxy Tar- buyTcol (604)633.5331,Fax We seek 2 raps to sorvlce for unpaid taxes. Crownland 
rezzo. Excellent profits, lira- (604)533-4563. Eves. Derek COLOURFUL BUSINESS. ited competition, all trainl~ Gray (604)277.1905. established retail stores in availability. For Information 
Doyou haveaflalrforcolour provided. Minimum invest- yourarea. Eam $900-$1100 on both wdta: Propsltles, 
m~dd~i.~? Decorating Den, ment$10,000 (604)327- FOR SALE MIS¢. weekly. (416)756-2156or DepLCN, BOx 5580, Sln. F, 
Car~dasfastestgrowfngln- 0 5 4 0  966 Loaders, Grapple or (416)756-3174. Ottawa. K2C3J1. 
tador Dscoratlng Franchise C O M B I G E V E m  Bucket. Asphalt Plant and BE RICH AND FAMOUS. SF.RVlCES . 
IsexpandlnglnB.C. Training Paving Equipment. Dump New Breakthrough In $141:41- MaJorlCBCandlnJury(~dms. 
provided. Lower Mainland ~ Trucks, Back Hoes, 1218 Ilonbookpubllsh[ngmarkatls JoelA.Waner~lellawyprfor 
525-8722, Provincial 1-800- Ronch Trade Show. Apd129, Crushing Rants, 18' x 36" maldngpsoplewealthy. Full 22 years. Call collect: 
565-8722. 50andMay 1,1992. Exhibits Jaw Crashers, Belly Dumps coq)oratelralnlng. Protected (604)736-5500. Contlngen~ 
relating to agrk;ulture, ques, and Pups. 100 Barrel Water terdlorles. Huge profits 1- fee.savallable. InJuredlnB.C. 
Earn up to $40,000 in your ldan, ran~ing, lrdgation. For Tanks and Truck. Call Vio 800A65.8450. ReedemCiub. on~t.  TRAYS. 
own part-time home based more Information: (403)469- 
Gitt Basket Business. Con- 2400 or fax (403)469-1398. Kampe493-6791. Overseas positions. Hun- 
ta¢ Bountiful Baskets, 17- NORITAKE SALEI Terdflo dredsoftoppsylngposltions. 1230 Sheppard Avenue BINOA11ON Allocoupstions. ~eede_talls. AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEA- LAND. Call Iha Soulh Pad~o 
West, Downsvlew, Ontado ~ "~ ~ ~n cli~ountsonourrentl:mttemsl OverseasEmldoymentaerv- Slx~,iallet, ANZATravei.yarl.~ 
Oelivered well-packed, in- icas, Dept.MS, P.O. Box 460, 
M3K 129.  Apartment/Condominium sured. Forpdse Iistonyour Town of Mount Royal, Cue- couver/Auddand, retumhom 
WsFunl WsEasyl It's profit- bulldlng.ManyJobsavailable. Nodtake psttam - Alexan- bee H3P3C7. $1,219 to $1,778. Vancou- 
ablel Sell children's clothes, Government licensed home return from do¢s,•The Nodtako Experts', verlSydney, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
falxicsfmm home. Informs. study(z~flcatloncouree.Cail Toronto, toll-free 1.800.263- Parttimeliquorrep.,commls- $1,289to$1,888.Var~ouver 
lion $1.00 (refundable). $25 fordatails: (604)681-5456 or 5896. stoned sales only. Training call. 734.7725. Toll-free 1- 
and licensing assistance. 800-972-6928. 
SampleDinomites,Kit.ss3,BunnyKidSsite 6 Compand 1.800.665-8339. USED BEDS: 3/4 size $75, Mosthaveliquorbed(ground. 
19, Pdnca George, B.C. V2N BE AN INTERIOR double $100, queen $125, Fax resume for telephone in- 
2S7. (604)964-4926. DECORATOR...with our re- Idng $150. Also good used tervlow (504)530-4762. da's Favoudte: Ski and ao- 
madwble new home study Hotelfumitureforsele:dress- oommodatlon packages. 
Canada's largest calendar course. 'You'll get Individual era, lamps, etc. (604)682- Expsrler~ed news editor or $56/day (per person quad, 
seniorroporterlooldngfored- minimum three days, Feb. 7 and business gift company tuition frem profeselonalson 2528 'til 5 p .m.  vancamantrequlred Immedi- -Aix. 4). Othar package plans 
needs self-starters elling to all aspects pf intedor doco- 
businesses. Highest rating- colour schemes, HANDLESTRESS.Galncon- ately. Resumes: Richard available, l-800.567-6262. 
¢ommlulons, small re|und- space planning, furniture se- Irol over the reactive mindl It Proctor, The Press, Box 678, 
able Investment required, laction, lighting, and much startswiththisbookDtane~s: Sechalt, B.C. VaN 3AO. Golf Club, Qualk;um Beach, 
O'DonnelI-Drg., 487-16 Westney South, Ajax L1S more. Wdta, call or fax today The Modem Sdence of Mon- Vancouver Island. 3 day 
6W8. (416)427-8520. for our FREE colour book. talHeellhbyL.RonHubbard IntemationalExpedtlenCom- schcobavallabledudngAl:dl. 
Toll-Free 1.800-267-1829. $7.50. Toordercafi(604)681- penyseeksfuil/psrt-timecon- Cost $125 per student. For 
Businessownershlpandrev- Fax 1.613-749-9551. The 0318. Vlea/MC aocopted. Ira~ogantethroughoutB.OJ Information call (804)752- 
Hubbard Oianetios Founds- Yukon. 6 figure Income pc- 6311 or write to Box 869, 
enueSToudstaVallable.brochureFranchiSe.displays. SheffieldSd~x)l,38McArthurAvenue, Suite 689, Ottawa, tlen,4Ol West HaStilr~, Van- tantial. WIIIfraln. Toll.free 1- Qualkmm Beach V0R 21"0. 
Several dis~ibution time and ON K1L 6R2. couver, B.C. V6B . 978-6256 extandon 102. WHISTLER SPECIAL. Two 
§nendallevels. BOx465Ste. Learn Income Tax Prepare- MlSCELLANEOLIS MOBILE HOMES nfghtlmldwsek$96.S0per 
lion 'A', Kelowna, B.C. V1Y lion or Basic Bookkeeping. 
7P1 (604)782-7096. Fax Tsx deductible certificate CAN'T SELL your home, ATTEN~OWN-  deluxePers°nstudlod°Ubleandln°lUdUone din. 
860-1453. , courses. Forfrseixochures, farm? Consider Iradlng or ERS and mobile home l0uy- net. " Stay at either 
II " .=" ' - - "  '=  o ,u , - - - -  too.. ,1 . . r . . k=.  
i Hwy., WInnipeg, MB R3T lien: Oompton Consultant homes In stock. Buy factory 1-800-777-8146, (Front Ihe 
2B6,1.800-663-8144, orfax Inc., Box 1229, Grande direct. Noble Homes emt~nteovertheplved 
1-204-254.6172. Cache, AB, TOEOYO. , ...... ,(4~3.)4.47-2~. ........ • ; ...... 
4- 
J 
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Ter race 's  loss  i s  
Merritt's gain... 
Good Luck 
[Chris & Earl! 
CHIMe pilot cur available for long 
and short tdps. Is radio-equipped, 
bonded and insured. One-hour notice. 
Phone 638-8530 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Accommodation wanted for single 
working male as soon as possible, 
hoard and room, shadng apartment or 
anything else please. Phone 638- 
0129 after 6 p.m. 2/12p 
Professional Painting & Decorating 
• Very reasonable rates 
• Commercial or Residential 
• Free Estimatms 
• R~erencee Avail~b, 
Brian : 638-8056 
Province of Ministry of:. 
-British Columbia Environment 
.. Lands and Parks 
REQUEST FORPROPOSAL 
SKEENA 4:ANGLER DAYS 
Eligible angling guides are invited to submit .a bid and  
prospectus proposal for any podion of 696 available angler 
days on the Water known as. Skeena 4, •being that podion of 
the Skeena River upstream ofa,point 1.5 Kin. above the 
Zymoetz River confluence. 
An information package and further information may be 
requested from,the Regional Fisheries Biologist,Bob • 
Hooton, at Bag 5000,. smithers, B.C., VOJ 2NO,or by phone 
(847-7303), . . . . . . . .  ; 
. / 
Applicants should be aware that the ministry is under no 
obligation to maintain the 1000 angler days specified in the 
current angler use plan. It also reserves the rightto 
negotiate with the proponent of any prOposal and may reject 
any or all proposals. 
Proposals will be scored'against a maximum of 100 
percentage points with each of the following sections 
contributing 1/3 of the maximum possible score: 
1/3 angling guide: qualifications, experience,• knowledge, 
history, pedormance record of guide and staff. 
1/3 Operation: level of investment, consistency with 
management plan, value added, financial stability, 
employment, quality of proposal . . . . .  
1/3 •Price: a score will be assigned based on the 
• price per analer day the proponent is willing to pay. 
The deadline for submissions tO the regional office is March 
13, 1992. No extensions will,be made for late submissions. 
• . . . . . . . .  " . -, . .  . . . . . . .  .~ . . . . . . . . .  ,. -~i i - .  . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
T.W.--(~hambedln- =: 
Regional Fish and Wildlife Manager 
Skeena •Region 
• "?TF" 
NEcHAKo, NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
141187 VENTURES LTD. 
Terrace Review 
Tense Slack Car Associalion is advarlis- 
in9 for tenders to operate food concession 
for the upcoming season. Thisshould 
preferably be a mobile unit. Successful 
applicant will be required to pay a $250 
deposit which wifl be relumed: if 9arbage id 
kept picked up and properly disposed of. 
Season mn~ approximately from May !- to 
October1. Please applyto the Terrace 
S~ock Car Association, Box 1021, Terrs~e; 
B.C. V8G 4V1". For further information, 
phone 638-0609 after 6 p.m. Deadline Is 
March 1, 1~)2. 2/26(: 
o 
gChgdro--  
B..C. Hydro will be 
~ccepting tendersfor the 
assembly of eleven power 
supplyboxes; ' 
ThiS .work involves 
assembhng and wlnng.~n 
, the contractor's ownshop. 
Contract documents for 
this Local Work Contract 
can be picked up from S. 
Reye s at B.C. •Hydro, 
i220 Keith Avenue. in 
r'errace. 
Tenders must be received 
)y February 14, 1992. 
Contra~ Area: Skeena District 
Project Number: T-03-92 
Project Da~,rlptlon: Traffic Con- 
trol Services. Nasa Valley 
Tender Opening Date: February 
"13,:1992 
Tender Opening Time:. 1400 r 
Hours " 
Pretender Meeting: 1400 Hours. 
February 6, 1992, 4548 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace,. B.C. 
• The t~der sum fop  ~ia prod. is  
to include applicable Federal and 
Provincial sales tax. The lowest or 'any. 
tender may not neces~ly be accept- 
ed. 
Tender documents, complete with 
envelope, specifications end condi- 
tions are available, free of charge 
from No©hake Northooaet Con- 
struction Services, 4548 Lokelse 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VOG 1PO, 
Phone. (604) 638-1881 and rosy be 
obbilned bptween 0630 hours and 
1700 houri ,  Monday to Friday, 
except holidays. " " 
Tenders will be opened et the 
Main Office. Nechako Northc0ast 
Construction Services (141187 Ven- 
tures Ltd.), 4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. at 1400 hours on Felxu- 
my 13~ 1992 
A bid deposit or perf~)rmance 
bohd is notrequired. 
P.Lansdowne, A.Sc.T 
Operations Manager 
Issued at: Terrace, B.C. 
Date: February 1992 
i i  | i 
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 teriors Ltd... 
. 4610 Laze l le  Ave .  • . 
"All:the supplies you need" 
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•'34 l~ur . 
36 Fnmk - .. '.':~ . . . . .  DOWN 
,37 Destinies ' 1 Pig pen 29 Loomed 
39 Gdt lc l z I  ' :2 Mineral anume 30 8tegger 
41 Pd~¢e Edlw; Islmd, Inlt. 3 Deftest 31 Emerson character 
42 .Meadow " "/" 4' Blipped by 33 8ne~e41ke fish '. 
44 Pletect S Household god. 35 Dabbing 
46 Exoeedld - O Ty~ 38 A I ~  
49 ~t .o~Ie  7 MUIICM Instrument 40 Greek letter 
50 En~. beer • 6 Woodwind. 43 ' Pmllolsnt 
51 Middle, comb. form I Unwonted plant 45 In 
53 Journey 11 Irel~md 46 aspirate 
56 Sheepfold . 13 A~nlrigee , 47 Sheltered 
57 Drive . . . .  19 ConJunetlon 48 8pore 
56 Wlm loop  21 Vehlofe 52 Day, 8p. 
59 ~Wl l l l a~|  22 Hebrew letter 54 Wl~e-Prlce Agency 
53 ,I.ab~ - 22 Woman's nmsm 55 .Clue 
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• SHIRT  LAUNDRY DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton or poly blend shirt 
Richa i , 'ds  
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
on Emerson-  
THE DRYCLEANER &SHIRT  LAUNDRY 
Swing in to our DRIVE THRU 
Richard s Cleaners 
3223 Emerson St. 
Terrace  - • ' 
ft.00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m, ~ Monday to Fdday 
l --Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m I 
' ' Phone: 635-5119 
.,~ ,.~..,.-.~:.~. ,~,., -. ,~k I~.~.~.;.;~¢~¢¢¢~.i-~.~%-~.~,~ 
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S INCE 1930 %" '~ 1 
It's, time to Call your 
Wel~me Wagon hcstm L 
KAREN: 538-0707 
Assistants: 
Beta Maya, Gilllan Wilde 
& Natalie Wiens 
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• biles until they nearly n©y -to the~ eabm,., normally, a. mob!Ivr.w©nt o_v~, ,~; . . .  wa,, sm~"an-toacI~I~ig,'evaluate the. i 
' snow me . ' .. ' . . . . . . .  " " e I'~UIIZGU t t W ~ 1 " I , ] ' ' " " r ~ " 1 : ' '  : . . . . .  ~: " " . . . .  " ' l' d " 
l ,st site of them, • marking the  two-hour trl.p, ~d taken seven .men~:~n~....,. tO continue and situation quickly and make one ( 
(I 43  mlnucs .  . '. tO  " U U ~ S ~ V ~  " " ' + ' r • withbranchcs, dfivtng their hours an  . . . ~_ . . . . .  ;, . -  - ,  . . . . . .  + : , .  of:two choices. 'Get out before / 
tma~hincs the time the mtssmg group mey aectocu re.staY, p- , , , . ,  . . . . . .  ... " ' ' o  seek the I: 
thatthi point,• .and. By . Weather had .: For Other snowmobilets head- ttte Storm amves,  r: ) up to 
then te eatins, s procedure w~ found,, the . _. ~_ .._ . . . .  , -..,.. !.o,.i, ,.~.ntrv for a nearest secure shelter and wait 
P Begun to • ctear aria the party, mg u,t z . ,v~ . . . .  . - - - ,  
again and. again, and " " Rescuem eventually reached consisting of 21 pco~e, began day- of adventure, Sweeting for_the storm .to blow itself'out. 
tain. It took four bouts, but by any"i~'niotd area'.,is no' different pared, there should be no ca. e- . 
~, ~mi,ty., : -o f  the ~seven sn~t ;  ab :~9 aPndmaMc°h~dn:s y, inlncglhut~lia'~ . than, boating, OB L the p~a, :  or: a.: for,. a la~,, ,.,. ~(,:',:/:~,. .... - 
'i~, ,-1- v '  ~ romlj~r .Ighti, :':-" : .  ..... 
"r' ~"~'~ih='~r  0 '  r:' W '~4.s~ ~ t~ ' ~nd :0 ¢ th ~scu~ earch thehankmentOne hatwereWentoVersafely bacKthe'em'm " " :' " ?/'" ~' : '  " ' " •• " • ".".' : -' ; ' i :  . . ;  " '  "'L';-..,~Ol~,.8.Sll~ll~. " "  ; :  . . . . .  ~f lO~,"  ",.~.Ob~...of:T11~, n"  ': " : '  " " " "'.l 
"::I5 ,S'nbWmohlle ;club .members tOwn, ,  " '• / " '  
,. • ,. L - . " - Sweeting cr~its : •the happy -".:• , '-' ' .C.omedn ande~OY O.u~•i: •;: ',.:"v'.: | i 
"rWe~in.~O1ved" Waterfront Restaurant i 
1 l ! i~At  about-4:45 .*p,.m.; 'reacuers~ ending"to the search and, i'cscue -. " :or  hlwe a dfl"k in"  ':~:': ": ' : l  '. 
i~achcd,.th¢ seCond :cabin ". and effort to-the lost snowmobilers. Ci~ar|ey's Lounge. 
. f~ouiid all seven snOwmobiicts . "They did everything fight," says Callfor a Reservation z 
alive, and, well lnside.The jour- Swecting. "When the one, snow- 1'o,:.. L _ ~  , " ~ F ~ c ~  ~.8oo.e~3.81so. ~. 
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When leaving your vehicle unattended it must always be left in -- . 
a manner that will prevent it from being stolen. The number one 
method of accomplishing this is by removing the keys and locking I " -- . " k 11 " L ~ . . . . .  I r ~'''~'' ~ : ": : ~ : . , ' "~ . . . .  " " ' 1 " 
' . section 192(2)(a)of the Motor Vehicle Act states: A d r i v e r  . . . . . .  . . . . . . : . . . . . , .  :~.. - . . . .",- -. . . . .  
~,,hall'nOthe permit a.motorve,~cle to stand unattended or parked. ~, :: : : . . . . .  ::v; i,'. : 
..'"its Unautho. rizeduse.Voluntm'Y free is$?5. "i:i:: i~  i: (~:i~:::~ ;::•' :' - •' -':" ":' ....... •:"~"• •~ .... " -  
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 iii : bus iness  • 
i onery .  L • • 
• Computer  • o tocopy  . .... '... . :-:: "~ , ,  • 
paper . labe ls ' regu lar  & hang ing  1 ~ ! ' ~ : ~  ............... ,;i 
f i lefolders* b inders*  enve lopes  ,~,~:~:~, ....... ~ : "~ '  
up ......... 
• s igns ;o f f i ce  s p l ies .br ie fcases  . . . . . .  
• p 3 /penc i l s .  tape .  report 
• corners*ca lendars*message  
. . . / 
: . , ,  pads  * ink* highl i ters 
J " ' 1 1 1 '  ' * and 
/MU( IH . .MUCH. .MORE!  
Ranger. C nad 's,,Best, Selling Compact. 
When the going gets tough, t he tough get going. • 
wI IV .  
' i 1 ::::ii, ffwe do, ,t hav e it, we'll " 6de and handling 
' '  i rder it ou, Most orders -.Optionpackages=addedvalue 
,, ~ :., Largest supercab in class ~ 
" i:' ?'! ' "? Can:i e delivered I n  1 L '  Rear wheelABS 
" . ieSs.i . ,!an one week! ' ' , '  Double-'Wall welded cargobox 
J . . . .  , • . . • 
BusiNESS MACHINES ,E..,C. ~ • ):, 4522 Lakelse Ave. Terrace,  B.C.  V8G 1P8 
F . 
• . , , . 
• , . •  • . , ,  
• ~ Available at: ' , ~ " d  ' 
PRINCE RUPERT 624-6714 
737 Fraser St., Pdnce Rupert, 8.G, V~J 1R1 
KITIMAT 632-5037 . - . , -  
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TERRACE.  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  o  / ,8M0n th s o.A.C i 
50.00 Cash Rebate 
Do, t forget to asKaboutthe Plan I 
,,: 1,, Lease_!ate s as mwas 6 ,5%,  J 
o 
I l 
~ _  , • ' ,  DL#SS48 ~ ! IM 
4631 KE ITH AVENUE,  TERRACE,  B,C, 6354984 • 
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